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SWIFT JUSTICE.

THE FORD POLICE INTERCEPTOR®
Purpose-built. Engineered in Michigan. Assembled in Illinois.* It’s the only
pursuit-rated vehicle with standard all-wheel drive (AWD). Customized
for pursuit driving, it gives you impressive handling and the conﬁdence
that no driving conditions can prevent you from catching your guy.
fordpoliceinterceptor.com

*Made in the USA with domestic and foreign parts.
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The value of photo-realistic targets which
depict armed and dangerous individuals is
just one of the many training concepts
included in the feature, “Firearms and
Deadly Force Training.” Front cover
images are courtesy of Qualification
Targets, Inc. (www.targets.net)
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fficer Dudley Doneright arrives at a
call – a dispute complaint at the local train station.
“What’s the problem here?”
The complainant is cloaked in a weird
gray armor plated suit of some kind and is
wearing a pair of pointy ears and a long
nose strapped to his head.
“Officer,” he says, “there is no armadillofriendly bathroom here. It’s an outrage.”
Doneright frowns. “Armadillo? Hey,
you’re a dude, obviously, and I don’t know
what costume party you came from, but
the men’s room is right over there.”
“No, no no...I don’t identify with the
male gender. I identify with the sexuality
of armadillos. I’m a transdillo. Perhaps
you’ve heard of us? The Transdillo Society? We fight for the rights of TD people
everywhere.”
Officer Doneright scratches his head.
“I’m not...really...sure...if...”
“Well, you should be more aware. Your
police department clearly lacks training and
sensitivity.”

The security guard breaks in. “Listen,
officer, I don’t know what to do here. We
have five different bathrooms already:
men, women, family, transgender, and
handicapped.”
“How dare you say handicapped!” the
TD says. “That’s so 1995!”
The security guard winces. “He’s going to have to choose one or leave.”
“HE! Did you hear that officer? This
person assumed I am male and profiled
me right in front of you! Sexist hater!”

100% ONLINE
Master of Science

LEGAL STUDIES
• Criminal Justice
• Law and Public Policy
• Homeland Security
www.calu.edu/golegalstudies

Bachelor of Arts

IN JURISPRUDENCE
with a Concentration
in Legal Studies
www.calu.edu/gojurisprudence

www.calu.edu/go
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“Alright, let’s calm down,” Doneright
says, turning to the security guard. “You
know, under the new statute, 981.07(b),
it is a misdemeanor to refer to people by
the old gender pronouns, so please
watch yourself.”
“Exactly!” TD says, adjusting his
strap on nose.
The security guard shakes his head.
“Whatever happened to the First Amendment?” he asks sadly.
“You haven’t heard?” Doneright says.
“The Supreme Court is working on it,
making some adjustments.”
TD pokes Officer Doneright’s stomach. “I want to know what the city is going to do about this and I want a report!”
“Hey, watch it with the poking,”
Doneright says. “You know the rules. You
can only poke us from the clavicle down
six inches.”
The security guard throws his hands
up. “I can’t do anything about the city and
what kind of bathrooms they make. I’m
just here to make sure people don’t
cause trouble, you know?”
“Alright, look, I’m going to call my supervisor.” Doneright gets on the radio
and, moments later, a huge uniformed
man in a golf cart with a police emblem
on the side arrives.
“What’s the problem, Doneright?”
he says.
“Hey, Sarge, nice golf cart! When did
you get that?”
The sarge is panting. “I told the city I
was too heavy to walk – shoot, man, I’m
up to 385 pounds. So, I told them they

people. He wants a report because there
better get me a cart to ride around in, so I
of the beetles, they’ll lose government
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don’t have a heart attack, cuz it’ll be on
isn’t one.”
funding for sports. Football is cancelled
their asses.”
TD frowns. “Aren’t you police officers
supposed to, like, stay in shape and stuff?”
“Hey,” the sergeant says, “are you stereotyping us?? Just cuz we’re cops, you
think we all work out, stay in shape, all
that kinda stuff, huh? Cuz that’s pretty
freakin offensive.”
“No, no,” TD grins apologetically.
“You’re right, absolutely right. My bad,
my bad.”
“By the way, Doneright,” Sarge says,
“I’m sorry to tell you this, but um...can
you...please trim your beard. No
offense...really, I don’t mean anything by
it, but it’s pretty damn long.”
“SOP says it can be down to my navel, as long as it doesn’t obscure the
badge. It’s still within limits,” Doneright
says defensively. “Gosh, getting all, like,
controlling, aren’t you?”
The sarge holds up both hands in
surrender. “Alright, alright, I meant no
harm. Sorry.”
“This man – I mean this, uh, transdillo
person here says that the city needs to
build a bathroom for, uh...transdillo

Cruising Eyes With

MOBILE LPR

The sergeant nods thoughtfully and
taps some keys on his laptop which is
mounted to the golf cart. “I’ll make sure
the city commission gets this memo about
your complaint, sir.”
“Thank you,” TD says, crossing his
arms, “and don’t call me ‘sir.’ My name is
Monarch ScrubNuzzler.”
“Monarch...Scrub...Nuzzler,” the
sarge repeats, tapping on the laptop
again. “Got it.”
The security guard scratches his head
and Doneright motions to him. “You can
go back to work now.”
The guard looks at his Apple® Watch.
“Time for my two hour break anyway.
Thanks, officer. And, good luck,
uh...Monarch...whatever...”
Doneright arrives home after a long
and stressful shift.
“Where’s Dudley, Jr.? Still at practice?”
“No, honey,” his wife says, “football
practice was cancelled. They found a
rare miniature beetle living in the soil on
the field. It’s an endangered beetle. PETA
filed a suit against the school board,
saying that, if a football cleat injures one

indefinitely, until they can rescue all the
beetles.”
“Hmm. So, where is he?”
“He’s in the den with Mrs. Jenkins, his
math teacher.”
“Mrs. Jenkins, his math teacher from
school is here?”
“Yes, she actually told him he had to
shape up or he was going to fail the class.
Can you imagine that? So, our son – I’m
so proud of him – took the initiative and
went to the principal. He complained that
Mrs. Jenkins caused a hurtful and unreasonably stressful atmosphere in the classroom. The school sent her here to apologize to him.”
“That’s my boy. He’ll be a helluva
lawyer someday.”
“I agree! And, now that law schools
can no longer require that pesky
bachelor’s degree prerequisite, our little
Dudley can get a student loan based on
his terrific C average at the community
college and go right in!”
I guess it’s safe to say that “we’ve met
the enemy and it are us.” Or, something
like that. Hey, grammar won’t matter much

L-3’s AlertVUTM Mobile License Plate Recognition (LPR) System
can be used for highway interdiction, as well as parking lot and
neighborhood patrols, where it pays for itself. AlertVU is the solution
you need to capture the critical information to respond quickly and
effectively.
Capture the Evidence. Capture the Truth.
Learn more at
www.mobile-vision.com/alpr

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #1706

Mobile-Vision, Inc.
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one day, as I think we’ll all be using
text acronyms to communicate.
When did our society get this way?
I guess it’s been brewing for a while.
Change isn’t all bad and I’m openminded enough to accept a lot of
things. I just wonder that, if we start
allowing and accepting everything for
the sake of not hurting anyone’s feelings, we’re going to end up a very, very
selfish place, with no understanding –
or even concern – for things like appropriateness, etiquette, and that word
which is the building block of all of our
laws: reason.
I know – I’m so 1995.
Ramesh Nyberg retired from law
enforcement in November 2006 after
27 years in police work. He now owns
his own private investigation agency,
Nyberg Security and Investigations,
and can be reached at Ramesh@
NybergPi.com. He enjoys getting
feedback from readers.
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Constant Observation With

FIXED LPR

L-3’s AlertVUTM Fixed License Plate Recognition (LPR) System can
be placed virtually anywhere to capture license plates at various
angles and lighting conditions, including total darkness. AlertVU
provides the right solution to capture the information you need to
respond quickly and effectively.
Capture the Evidence. Capture the Truth.
Learn more at
www.mobile-vision.com/alpr

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #1706

Mobile-Vision, Inc.
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Capture the Plate,
Capture the Suspect
New Secure Console
Insert for Ford F150

Tuffy Security Products has introduced a console insert for the Ford
F150. Making full use of the factory accessory tray, armrest and lid, the insert features a lid support to keep the
lid open while accessing the contents;
16-gauge steel construction; Tuffy’s
Pry-Guard locking system; and access
to an optional USB and power outlets
inside the console.

Circle 3008 for More Information

New Factory “No Profile”
Front Interior Visor Lightbar

Law enforcement agencies
today are expected to do more
with less. Purpose- built with law
enforcement in mind, L-3’s
AlertVU™ Automatic License
Plate Recognition Systems is
the smart solution for agencies
to place extra eyes on the street.
With the AlertVU Fixed, Portable
and Mobile options, there’s a solution for any location which needs coverage.
AlertVU Fixed LPR – Capturing license plates at longer distances and sharper
angles than traditional LPR systems, it’s possible to position these systems further
from the road and utilize existing structures such as road signs or poles.
AlertVU Portable LPR – Positioned on a self-powered trailer, this solution can
be easily transported to virtually any location to capture license plates at seasonal
hotspots or create temporary geo-fencing for emergency management or dignitary
visits.
AlertVU Mobile LPR – With cameras placed on the front, top and back of patrol
cars, this solution can easily capture license plates while patrolling neighborhoods,
parking lots or highways.
L-3’s AlertVU LPR systems provides instant alerts so agencies can quickly and
easily identify vehicles with suspended or expired licenses; drug or other trafficking
warrants; and Amber alerts.
Each successful plate capture is an opportunity to identify and engage violators
and suspects fast. Not only does it help to keep communities safer, but it may also
help agencies recoup their investment in this much needed technology.
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Havis Universal Tablet Cradle
The Havis UT-300 Series is the latest in Havis’
very successful Universal Cradles product line. It is
compatible with numerous 7"-9" tablet models, and is
designed with unique, easy to use, three point
adjustment controls for ultimate versatility. Universal
Cradles are designed to fit with the tablet’s protective
cover and feature a simple latch handle for added
safety and security inside your vehicle.

Ford has announced that it will offer a new, factory installed, front interior visor lightbar which provides
a stealth appearance for Police Interceptor Utility vehicles. When activated, it flashes bright alternating red
and blue bars through the top of the
windshield. It can also be programmed
for red/red or blue/blue operation.
Another advantage of the new interior visor light is that the dark
shade band at the top of the windshield is replaced by clear glass when
the light is ordered, providing superior color visibility and brightness.
The visor light features bright
white “takedown” and “scene” capabilities for excellent forward visibility.
It can be programmed from full intensity down to 20 percent and provides
auto-dimming capability as well.

Code 3®, Inc. recently introduced
the Defender® with QuadCore™. The
QuadCore light heads utilize a streamlined design which uses less parts for
maintenance-free operation and a new, more efficient heat sink. A microoptic diffuser and low profile faceted optic shape provide a more uniform spread of light.
Three suboptics capture light efficiently for superior light concentration, providing
high color intensity in both daytime and low light situations.
A new central controller board provides numerous flash pattern options and also
makes programming flash patterns easier than ever.
The Defender with QuadCore comes in many standard lengths and has a height
of 2.25" and a depth of 13.5". The Defender with QuadCore comes standard with a
black intermolded solar barrier, with red, blue or amber optional.

Circle 3011 for More Information
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Tactical Gear Drawers with Multiple Configurations
From Tuffy Security Products comes customizable drawer units which are crafted from 16gauge steel and incorporate eight heavy-duty stainless steel roller bearings. Available in multiple
standard configurations, such as side-by-side drawers and over/under drawers, other options include a vented electronics enclosure, drawer divider kits, foam inserts, and carpet trim kits to protect all of your gear, electronics, and weapons.
Circle 3017 for More Information

New Upgrade to the Citadel Lineup

New Vehicle Pistol Box

New Computer/Console System

Code 3®, Inc. recently introduced the
Citadel with Mega Thin LEDs which is the
latest upgrade to the Citadel lineup. Using
Mega Thin LEDs allows for a brighter,
sleeker, rear spoiler light with a larger variety of flash patterns and also provides superior off angle lighting.
Mega Thin LEDs also provide a slimmer front profile for the Citadel and allow
for more flash pattern options (29 for single
or split color models and 62 for multicolor
versions).
The new Citadel with Mega Thin LEDs
fit both the Ford PI Utility and Explorer, as
well as the Chevy Tahoe and Suburban.

Lund Industries, Inc. has introduced a pistol box designed
to secure your handgun on the
floor of your vehicle. The
FMPB-814D includes the pistol box and a universal floor
mount kit. Located within the
driver’s reach, the pistol box is
mounted on the passenger side
rear foot well and features foam
lined sides. It measures 8" wide
x 14" long x 3.25" high.

TROY PRODUCTS now offers a
space-saving computer/console system for the Ford Police Interceptor Utility. The computer mount opens as a
door to access the dashboard controls
and, when closed, the computer is tilted
toward the driver. The console allows
flush mounting of the components in a
10" slope and sits low between the
seats to allow access to the other side
of the vehicle. The 16" console footprint increases officer hip room.

Circle 3014 for More Information
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Capture Anywhere With

Portable LPR

L-3’s AlertVUTM Portable License Plate Recognition (LPR) System is
a self-contained solar-powered system that can be placed almost
anywhere for temporary geo-fencing, special events and seasonal
hot spots. AlertVU provides the right solution to capture the
information you need to respond quickly and effectively.
Capture the Evidence. Capture the Truth.
Learn more at
www.mobile-vision.com/alpr

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #1706

Mobile-Vision, Inc.
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while the other commanders (a few hon-

hile conducting a leadership
training seminar for police managers at an academy several
years ago, we decided to do a class exercise during one particular block of instruction. We took a survey of the command level managers who were attending this managerial training class and
asked them to write down a list of the

administrative mistakes they had made
in their careers. We found the results very
interesting. More than half of the class
didn’t list any mistakes they had made,

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #719
Circle 3018 for More Information
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est ones?) in the class only listed one or
two. We then asked the same group of
managers to make a second list of some
of the mistakes they had seen OTHER
managers make. They had no problem
creating a long list!
We conducted that same exercise at
other managerial training classes after
that and we received similar results.
From that second list of mistakes
which OTHER managers make, I have
listed six which we frequently see. Now,
of course, remember that these are mistakes OTHER managers make.
Indecision
In a profession which deals with public safety, and where seconds can make
the difference between a successful police action or a disaster (or a successful
police career or a disaster), it’s no wonder that indecision is on this list of management mistakes. The process of making sound and timely decisions is a learnable skill for most people. Therefore, there
should be no excuse for a police commander – at any rank – to be guilty of
indecision.
Often, a manager’s inability to make
timely decisions comes from a lack of confidence in his (or her) own abilities. Of
course, managers make mistakes, especially in critical incidents where they have
limited resources, limited information and
limited time to seek input and support.
And, of course, their subordinates make
mistakes, whether through lack of experience, lack of training or lack of common
sense. A commander cannot avoid making mistakes, but too many poor bosses
avoid making decisions in hopes of not
making a mistake. Successful commanders have the knowledge, skills and abilities to deal with the fallout when mistakes
are made (and their subordinates know
this). Unsuccessful bosses fear making
decisions because they know they are incapable of dealing with mistakes (and
their subordinates know this, too). They
are not leaders – they are merely a person with a title.
Failure to Motivate Subordinates
When subordinates fail to meet a
commander’s expectations, he (or she)
should try to motivate the individual member who is underperforming. Motivation
can be defined very simply. A typical dictionary definition would be, “The general
desire or willingness of someone to do
something.” But, any successful commander knows that there is far more to
this simple definition than those ten words.
Good bosses are good because they inspire their subordinates to “do something.”
Too many bad bosses believe they have
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See us at the
Police Security Expo Booth #620
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to order their subordinates to “do something.” Many studies have been done on
the topic of employee motivation and the
common denominator in all of them is that
successful bosses get the job done AND
take care of their subordinates. Bad
bosses give orders, yell, promote fear and
their subordinates do not like them or respect them. Good bosses inspire their
subordinates.
Failure to Give Positive
Reinforcement
The very nature of police work requires officers to catch people doing
something wrong. After years of this behavior on the street, officers are promoted
and continue to do what they do best –
catch people doing something wrong. The
problem is that they try to catch their subordinates doing something wrong. Police
commanders at all ranks need to overcome their past if they are to avoid this
managerial mistake. Your people want to
be commended for exceptional work, as

well as simply being recognized for doing
everyday work well. Take the time out of
your busy day to catch some of your
people doing something right. If you have
ever tried to train a dog or raise children,
you know that positive reinforcement is
much more meaningful and more long
lasting than negative reinforcement.
The next three managerial mistakes
are all interrelated and are very common
mistakes made by both new and experienced police commanders. Try to avoid
all of them – individually and collectively.
Failure to Solicit Input
from Subordinates
It is a foolish commander who thinks
he (or she) knows everything and makes
a perfect decision every time. Your people
have information which can help you
make a better decision in a given situation. They can also help you foresee any
problems down the road when you select
one option over another. However, you
have to be smart enough and willing to

WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK

The Largest Selection of Tactical, Photo & Forensics
Equipment for On The Scene, In The Field or In The Ofﬁce

SCAN
OUR LINEUP

Caroleann Fusco • 888-874-1586
caroleannf@adorama.com
adorama.com

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #’s 918 & 920
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work with your subordinates as a team.
On a team, every player has a role to play
and every role is important if the team is
going to be successful. Successful bosses
know that.
Another common problem in policing
is that we become used to giving orders
to people and we expect immediate compliance with those orders – no questions
asked! That is what happens when we arrest someone or when we have to stop
people from doing what they want to do.
We become very good at giving orders
and we don’t often ask for input from those
we manage about what’s going on. So,
after a few years of this, we get promoted
and then we continue old habits. It’s a very
bad habit to get into!
Successful bosses realize that many
of their officers are very sharp people.
They have ideas, talents and knowledge
which they would like to share – if someone would give them a chance. We all
have ideas, information and opinions
which might actually help the department/
agency or help the boss to solve a problem. Give your employees a chance. Even
if the final decision doesn’t go their way,
they will feel some ownership of the process and the satisfaction of having had
the opportunity to be heard.
Coming on Too Strong
A police supervisor or manager has
to battle a set of skills that, on the street,
might be very beneficial and useful. We
want to instill a hard to describe, but very
important, phrase called “command presence” in all of our police officers. We want
them to demonstrate confidence and
assertiveness, yet we don’t want them to
overdo it and come on too strong with the
public. Where is the balance point with
our officers? Where is the balance point
with our supervisors and commanders?
Newly promoted supervisors or
bosses of all ranks who take over a new
unit or a new command are often told that
it is better to come on a little too strong
than a little too weak. The theory supporting this is that it will be much easier to
“back off” a little once established than it
is to retake any position your weakness
gave up. That is not necessarily bad advice, but how strong is too strong? As the
new commander, you need to evaluate
the unit’s mission, performance and personalities. Remember that your “command presence” may be matched by any,
or all, of your subordinates’ “command
presence” and that they are not easily
bullied or easily intimidated.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Being Too Autocratic
It is quite possible to be a strong
leader without being perceived as
“ironhanded.” Professional commanders
focus primarily on their “people skills.”
“Technical skills” are important, but you
can often find someone with technical
skills to help you solve that kind of problem. Often, the defining characteristics of
successful bosses can all be put under
the label of “people skills.”
Of course, there are times when you
must, as a police commander, lean toward
the autocratic. For example, at a hostage
situation when you tell the SWAT team to
engage, there shouldn’t be a lot of room
for a group discussion about their “feelings” or whether the group feels it is a
good decision! However, most of the time
you can operate in a subordinate friendly
and approachable manner.
You should treat your people with
dignity and respect and seek their input
on both important and small matters. A

well-known management theory about
this is called “Theory X-Theory Y.” Basically, this theory says that Theory X
bosses believe their employees are lazy,
cannot be trusted, have nothing of value
to add and need to be ordered to do
things. “Theory Y” bosses believe that
employees want to get involved; accept
and often seek added responsibility; are
creative; and have something to offer to
the agency. Theory X bosses are referred
to as “autocratic” because they believe
they have to order their subordinates;
have to watch them every minute because
they can’t be trusted; and have to use fear
and the threat of discipline to get them to
do anything. Theory Y bosses are called
“democratic” and they believe in “participative management.”
In your career as a supervisor or commander, rest assured that you will occasionally make a managerial mistake. Mistakes come with the title and they also
come from being human. However, with

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #1843
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a healthy dose of leadership skills, confidence in your own abilities, and now being able to avoid the six common mistakes
that you just read about, you’ll be able to
avoid the mistakes you see OTHER managers make.
Best wishes for a long and successful career.
Mike Carpenter has been working in
the field of law enforcement in a number
of different positions and assignments for
more than 30 years. He has held several
supervisory and administrative positions;
has written several books on the topic of
police leadership and supervision; and
has had more than 100 articles published.
He is currently a professor of criminal justice at a college in upstate New York and
also runs a successful consulting business called Police Management Services
(www.policemanagement.com). You can
contact Mike at MJCarpenterX2@
yahoo.com.
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MILO RANGE TRAINING SYSTEMS

UMAREX
USA, INC.
The new HK416 is a .43 caliber training marker which
shoots powder, paintball, or rubber rounds. The 1:1 replica of the HK416 is ideal for force on force, CQB, or active
shooting training and costs less than ten cents per round.

Circle 3026 for More Information

NRA LAW
ENFORCEMENT DIVISION

The MILO Range Theater system provides law enforcement agencies with a
fully immersive training environment. With its enhanced
field of view, instructors can
increase trainee realism and
offer true to life training scenarios. The MILO Range
Theater is interactive from all directions, allowing trainee responses
to multiple threats and applications of proper tactics simultaneously.
The system is operated by a single instructor using either a
touchscreen monitor or a wireless tablet.
It is available in 180 degree and 300 degree configurations. The
Theater 180 system offers a three screen configuration which provides an enhanced field of view for even more realism and effectiveness and the Theater 300 system offers a fully immersive, five screen
configuration which provides the most challenging and realistic training environment. Both systems provide a surround sound system;
eight lane laser hit detection; two trainee weapon sets (with firearm
lasers, OC lasers, Tasers and flashlights) and scenario authoring.

Circle 3027 for More Information

CUBIC CORPORATION
NRA Law Enforcement Instructor Development
Manuals are available on CD-ROM in Microsoft® Word
format. They are available for Handgun/Shotgun, Handgun, Patrol Rifle, Tactical Shooting, Precision Rifle, Tactical Shotgun and Select-fire.
Also available are PowerPoint Training Aids for the
following disciplines: Handgun/Shotgun (the same handgun presentation utilized in the Handgun Instructor
School), Patrol Rifle, Precision Rifle, and Tactical Shotgun (includes less-lethal munitions). These presentations
are similar to what is utilized in NRA law enforcement
instructor schools and allows you, the instructor, to customize the presentation for your agencies’ needs. They
include presentations for range safety, handling, marksmanship, zeroing, use of cover and low light shooting.

Cubic Global
Defense (Cubic) recently introduced the
new PRISim® Portable
Trainer™. The system features a tablet controller,
a new camera capable of tracking up to eight independent lasers and
an HD projector which allows the system to be placed within six feet of
the wall – opening up the training area to allow for better movement to
cover exercises. The system also comes in a self-contained ruggedized case which allows for setup of equipment in less than ten minutes. This system also features a no-touch calibration routine and comprehensive and user-friendly graphical user interface.
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MOUNTAIN SHOOTING CENTER

Ring’s has introduced the
Springfield Armory XD
Mod.2 9mm and 9mm Extended Magazine training
pistol replicas. They are
molded from blue polyurethane to differentiate them
from live weapons. The
Blueguns XD Mod.2 training
pistols are 1:1 exact replicas of the originals to allow officers to
train safely in realistic scenarios without using their duty firearms.

Located in the
Escalante Mountain
Range in Utah, the
Mountain Shooting
Center (MSC) is situated on 100,000 acres,
with ranges which offer
angle fire and cross
canyon shooting from
300 meters to well over
a mile. Originally built for snipers and the SEAL Team, the veteran owned MSC features various shooting stations with several hundred targets. The winds provide a challenge which magnifies the shooter’s skill set in an urban environment.
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Department of
Justice Opens Grant
Solicitation to
Help Local Law
Enforcement Hire
Additional
Community
Policing Officers
Funding Is Targeted for
Agencies Seeking to
Advance Public Safety
Through Community
Policing
The Department of Justice
Office of Community Oriented
Policing Services (COPS Office)
recently announced that it is accepting applications for funding
through the COPS Hiring Program. The grant program provides funds directly to state, local and tribal law enforcement
agencies to hire and/or rehire
career law enforcement officers
to increase their community policing capacity and crime prevention efforts. Applications will be
accepted through June 23, 2016.
The COPS Office is committed to advancing the recommendations in the President’s Task
Force on 21st Century Policing
Report and will give consideration to agencies which are focused on building trust between
their departments and the communities they serve.
The COPS Office, headed by
Director Ronald Davis, is the federal component of the Department of Justice responsible for
advancing community policing
nationwide.
For additional information
about the COPS Office, please
visit www.cops.usdoj.gov.
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t is a well established
principle that the
Second Amendment protects an
individual’s right to
keep and bear
arms and that right
applies against
both the Federal
government and
the states – see
District of Columbia v. Heller, 128
S.Ct. 2783,(2008);
McDonald v. Chicago, 130 S.Ct. 3020
(2010). That right vindicates the “basic
right” of “individual self-defense.” Ibid.
Moreover, in Heller, the United States Supreme Court held that, on its face, the
Second Amendment extends “to all instruments that constitute bearable arms, even

those
that were
not in existence at the time” of
this nation’s founding.
Most recently, in
Caetano v. Massachusetts, (3-21-16), the Court
rejected the holding of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts which found that stun guns
were not included under the Second
Amendment’s umbrella.
The Case: “After a ‘bad altercation’
with an abusive boyfriend put her in the
hospital, Jaime Caetano found herself
homeless and ‘in fear for her life.’ She obtained multiple restraining orders against
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her abuser, but they proved futile. So,
when a friend offered her a stun gun for
self-defense against her former boyfriend,
Caetano accepted the weapon.”
“It is a good thing she did. One night
after leaving work, Caetano found her exboyfriend ‘waiting for her outside.’ He
‘started screaming’ that she was ‘not
gonna [expletive deleted] work at this
place’ any more because she ‘should be
home with the kids’ they had together.
Caetano’s abuser towered over her by
nearly a foot and outweighed her by close
to 100 pounds. But she didn’t need physical strength to protect herself. She stood
her ground, displayed the stun gun, and
announced, ‘I’m not gonna take this anymore. I don’t wanna have to [use the stun
gun on] you, but if you don’t leave me
alone, I’m gonna have to.’ The gambit
worked. The ex-boyfriend ‘got scared and
he left her alone.’ ”
In the fall of 2011, police discovered
that she was in possession of the stun
gun. She was arrested, tried and convicted under a Massachusetts law which
outlaws the possession of stun guns. The
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
affirmed her conviction.
The Massachusetts court provided
three reasons to support its holding that
the Second Amendment does not extend
to stun guns. “First, the court explained
that stun guns are not protected because
they ‘were not in common use at the time
of the Second Amendment’s enactment.’
” This reason, however, is inconsistent
with Heller’s clear statement that the Second Amendment extends to arms “that
were not in existence at the time of the
founding.”
The state court next discussed
whether stun guns are “dangerous per se
and unusual,” in an attempt to apply an
“important limitation on the right to keep
and carry arms,” referring to the historical tradition of prohibiting the carrying of
“dangerous and unusual weapons.” In so
doing, the state court concluded that stun
guns are “unusual” because they are “a
thoroughly modern invention.” Nonetheless, by “equating ‘unusual’ with ‘in common use at the time of the Second
Amendment’s enactment,’ that court’s
second explanation is the same as the
first; it is inconsistent with Heller for the
same reason.”

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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“Finally, the court used ‘a contemporary
lens’ and found nothing [to] suggest that
[stun guns] are readily adaptable to use in
the military.” But, as pointed out by the
United States Supreme Court, Heller “rejected the proposition ‘that only those weapons useful in warfare are protected.’ ”
For those reasons, the federal Supreme Court reversed the Massachusetts
court and held that stun guns are protected
by the Second Amendment. As pointed out
by Justice Alito’s concurrence:
Caetano’s encounter with her violent
ex-boyfriend illustrates the connection between those fundamental rights: By arming herself, Caetano was able to protect
against a physical threat that restraining
orders had proved useless to prevent. And,
commendably, she did so by using a
weapon that posed little, if any, danger of
permanently harming either herself or the
father of her children.
Under Massachusetts law, however,
Caetano’s mere possession of the stun
gun that may have saved her life made
her a criminal. * * *

“Good lawyers know the law;
great lawyers know the judge.”
– Author Unknown

This reasoning defies our decision in
Heller, which rejected as “bordering on the
frivolous” the argument “that only those
arms in existence in the 18th century are
protected by the Second Amendment.”
The decision below also does a grave disservice to vulnerable individuals like
Caetano who must defend themselves
because the State will not. * * *
Electronic stun guns are no more exempt from the Second Amendment’s protections, simply because they were unknown to the First Congress, than electronic communications are exempt from
the First Amendment, or electronic imaging devices are exempt from the Fourth

Amendment. * * * As Heller aptly put it,
“We do not interpret constitutional rights
that way.” * * * [T]he pertinent Second
Amendment inquiry is whether stun guns
are commonly possessed by law-abiding
citizens for lawful purposes today.
Accordingly, although “less popular
than handguns, stun guns are widely
owned and accepted as a legitimate
means of self-defense across the country,” and “Massachusetts’ categorical ban
of such weapons therefore violates the
Second Amendment.”
Larry E. Holtz has served as a Detective Sergeant with the Atlantic City, New
Jersey, Police Department; a Deputy Attorney General for the state of New Jersey; and an Assistant County Prosecutor. Mr. Holtz is a certified police trainer
and teaches on a regular basis. He is a
member of the bar in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and the District of Columbia and
is admitted to practice before the federal bar in the District of New Jersey and
the Third Circuit.

Patents Pending

We didn’t invent concealment,
we just perfected it!
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t’s been 12 years (2004) since we last
visited the Missouri State Highway
Patrol Fleet and Facilities Division.
Back then, we took an in-depth look at
both their successful used vehicle sales
program and at the talented folks at the
General Headquarters Garage who make
it all possible. This year marks the 85th

anniversary of the Patrol and, from those
humble beginnings in 1931, it has grown
to be one of the premier state enforcement agencies in the country.
The 55 patrolmen who made up the
first academy class of the Missouri State
Highway Patrol in 1931 are all gone now,
but they would be amazed to see the
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changes in their beloved Patrol. While
they drove Model A Roadsters with no
tops, the 1300 uniformed members of
today’s Patrol (up from 1040 in 2004) now
protect and serve in everything from
Dodge HEMI® Chargers to helicopters,
fixed wing aircraft to Harley-Davidson®
motorcycles and SUVs from Chevrolet
and Ford to watercraft.
Sadly, no mention of the history of the
Missouri State Highway Patrol is complete
without paying respect to the troopers who
have made the ultimate sacrifice by giving their lives in the line of duty. Thirtyone troopers have died in the 85 year history of the Patrol, the most recent being
Trooper James Bava, 25, who perished
during a pursuit in August of last year. It’s
often been said that it’s not important to
remember how these heroes died, but,
instead, how they lived. Rest in peace.
The Beginnings
Most highway patrol and state police
agencies came about because of the
growing number of vehicles on America’s

®
TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS
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RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT:

Sedans and SUVs
1

PB450L Lighted Push Bumper
– Available 2 or 4 Lights

2

PB5 (PIT) Impact Resistant
Fender Protectors

3

#10XL Partition w/ Coated ScratchResistant Polycarbonate Window

4

Dual T-Rail Weapon Mount

5 New OEM Replacement Seat
or TPO Seat Cover Design

6

Window Barriers – Prisoner Area

7

TPO Door Guards

SUVs ONLY

YOUR ULTIMATE PACKAGE

8

We offer high performance products

Rear Compartment Partition
( included with prisoner
transport seat )

combined with an easy, economical design
for optimal vehicle deployment. Precision
9

design for quick, easy installation.

Rear Cargo, Firearms &
Electronics Storage System

10 Rear Window Barriers
(3-Piece Window Barrier Design)
New Easy Lift Cargo Deck
( see below )
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roads. With the emergence of
paved roads and highways connecting multiple states, it became apparent that traffic laws
needed to be written and agencies had to be created to enforce
them. Although originally designed as traffic enforcement
and safety officers, many of
these agencies soon took on a
crime fighting stance, too, because depression era criminals
ignored state borders as they
terrorized the nation.
The Missouri Patrol was no
different. In addition to traffic
enforcement, the first year those
55 patrolmen were on the road,
they made 38,000 arrests, recovered 131 stolen vehicles, arrested 14 bank robbers and
solved several homicides. In the years
since 1931, the Patrol’s duties have multiplied many times over. The wheels which
keep all of this in motion can be found in
Jefferson City at the General Headquar-

The fire which destroyed the MSHP
garage originated from an electrical
short in a truck parked inside overnight.
ters (GHQ) Garage, home of the Fleet and
Facilities Division.
Up from the Ashes
Originally opened in 1981 on a hilltop,
five acre tract approximately five minutes

south of General Headquarters,
the GHQ Garage has served the
Patrol well, providing both maintenance and repair duties, as
well as being the place where
new vehicles are upfitted for duty
and prepped for resale when retired. The original building was
about 20,000 square feet with
ten service bays and two detail
bays, plus a radio shop.
Missouri is divided geographically into nine patrol areas,
or troops. Troop F is in Jefferson
City and the GHQ Garage services their vehicles, as well as
those assigned to Headquarters.
The remaining eight troops have
their own service technicians
who perform routine service and
minor repairs.
In 2014, an 8000 square foot building
housing a two bay body shop and a three
bay marine shop was added to the garage complex. The marine bays became
necessary following the merger of the

THEFT PROTECTION FOR SERIOUS GEAR
TACTICAL GEAR SECURITY DRAWERS

TRUCK BED SECURITY DRAWERS

SECURITY CONSOLE INSERTS

SERIOUS THEFT PROTECTION
ͿͱͶͷͻϬͺͷϭϫͱ

͵ͱ;;ϜϮͻϫͻϬϬϭϱЊϜͶϭ͵Ϭϫ͵ͿЊϫϬͶͻϫ͵ϮͷϜ
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Highway Patrol and the Water Patrol in
2011 when the garage became responsible for watercraft.
On April 8, 2014, Larry Rains, Director of the Fleet and Facilities Division,
was awakened from a sound sleep with
a telephone call which would drastically
change the next two years of his life, as
well as the entire Patrol. He was alerted
that the garage which had nobly served
the Patrol for 33 years was engulfed in
flames. The fire, fueled by tires, gasoline and other chemicals, raged for some
time, but the Jefferson City Fire Department eventually knocked it down. The
building was a total loss, as well as eight
vehicles inside, one of which was a new
Tahoe being upfitted. It was determined
the fire was caused by an aftermarket
invertor installed in a Water Patrol
Silverado which had been towed to the
garage following a noticeable lightning
strike. The pickup had numerous electrical issues and was left in a bay overnight
awaiting repairs. Apparently, an electrical short ignited the blaze.

The Long
Road Back
A replacement facility became the top
priority for the Patrol
because, not only is
the GHQ Garage responsible for vehicle
service and repairs, it
is also the hub for the
constant rotation of
vehicles in and out of
the fleet and into the
resale program. But
The front entrance of the new
first, Fleet and FaciliGHQ Garage which is now a two-story facility
ties had to find adequate facilities to keep the troopers on
termined that the new facility would rethe road. Several state owned properties
tain the same footprint as its predecessor, but, to gain the space needed for an
in and around Jefferson City were put into
operation (substantially more complex
temporary use and the new body and mathan in 1981), it was decided to go up inrine shop became their emergency office
stead of out. The new GHQ Garage was
and upfit center. Three part-time drivers
completed on December 18, 2015, and it
were hired just to shuttle Patrol vehicles
officially reopened on December 21,
throughout the city.
2015, just three months shy of two years
Simultaneous to this, planning for the
since the fire.
new garage began in earnest. It was de-
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The resulting structure is
26,797 square feet which includes a 6000 square foot
mezzanine storage area
above the ground floor. It has
11 service/repair bays – four
of which are upfit/decommission bays and two are detail
bays. The garage has seven
lifts and one alignment rack.
All of this sits on a spectacular, highly polished concrete
floor with a mirrorlike finish.
In fact, two of the three parttime retirees hired to shuttle
vehicles during construction
were retained to maintain
the spit and polish of the new
building. The most significant feature of the building’s
design is the “drive-through”
capability, similar to that of a contemporary automobile dealership.
The garage operates from 7:30 a.m.
to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and
is staffed by nine auto technicians, two

An overhead view of the install bays
first line technical supervisors, one collision technician, two marine technicians,
the garage superintendent and two assistants. In addition, one of the auto technicians is cross-trained as a motorcycle
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technician. An additional ten
technicians are assigned to
the remaining eight troops.
Work performed at the
GHQ Garage has increased
significantly since we last
wrote about them. More collision work is now performed
in-house. Some warranty
and air bag work is performed there, as well as at
dealerships. Maintenance of
the Patrol’s Aircraft Division
(fixed wing and helicopters)
is performed in a hangar at
the Jefferson City Airport by
two technicians assigned
there.
The Garage has a fuel
station where Troop F and
GHQ vehicles are fueled.
Fuel for vehicles assigned to the remaining eight troops is obtained at Missouri
Department of Transportation (MODOT)
sites throughout the state or at local service stations.
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Lind DC Adapters
and Shutdown Timers
Lind DC Adapters keep the devices
in your vehicle powered while our
Shutdown Timers assure the battery
in your vehicle doesn’t run down and
leave you stranded.
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The Fleet
The current fiscal year budget for vehicle replacements is $13 million, up $3
million from 2004. State policy dictates
that monies from the sale of retired vehicles is recycled directly back into this
acquisition budget. The Patrol typically
purchases 400 to 500 vehicles a year.

Circle 3049 for More Information

During the “Crown
Vic years,” the Patrol
was primarily all Ford,
with the exception of
some support, admin
and CID vehicles.
With Ford’s decision
to retire the CVPI (the
most popular police
sedan ever built) with
the 2011 model year,
Missouri (and most of
the other departments
in the country) had to
look outside the Ford
box for suitable reThis new garage offers “drive-through” convenience!
placements. As you
all know, Ford did
ter three years of service.
eventually bounce back with their
All-in, the entire MOSHP fleet racked
downsized Interceptor Sedans and Utiliup 31.7 million miles in 2015, up from 25
ties. During the “no Ford drought,” Missouri
million in 2004. The increase in miles
experimented with several LE vehicles and
might be due in part to the cheaper fuel
settled on Dodge HEMI Chargers and
prices of the last couple of years. The
Chevrolet Impalas and Tahoes. As Ford
entire sedan and SUV fleet rolls on
got back in the game, the Patrol added
Goodyear® tires.
Interceptor Utilities, but it is unlikely the
The Patrol upfits all of the fleet themPatrol will ever return to being all Ford. The
selves in the garage and does not purImpalas are now being phased out due to
chase a great deal of emergency equipGM’s decision to stop building them.
ment offered by the manufacturers. After
The MOSHP (enforcement) fleet at the
years of practice, their upfitting program
time of this writing consisted of 619 Dodge
is geared towards the ease of prepping
Chargers, 210 Ford PI Utilities and 96
vehicles for resale. They utilize their own
Chevy Tahoes. In addition, there are some
wiring harness/fuse box looms built inpickups, PI sedans and Impala 9C1 sehouse, leaving factory wiring harnesses
dans in use. Approximately 20% of the enfor the next buyer. Their consoles are
forcement fleet is “slick top.” All PI Utilities
built by Department of Corrections’ inand Dodge Chargers in service are AWD.
mates. Lightbars are mounted without
Commercial vehicle enforcement troopers
drilling holes in the vehicle’s roof and the
utilize 3/4 ton crew cab pickups and Tahoe
cable is routed up the outside of the A
PPV SUVs. The Patrol also has nine 2014
pillar. Radios, controls, cameras and
Harley-Davidson FLHTP motorcycles in
computers are all installed in-house by
part-time service. They are included in the
the radio shop. The Patrol has resisted
resale program and are typically retired afchanging their graphics (which date back
to 1931) because of a strong tradition and
because studies have shown that vehicles wearing elaborate two-tones and
stripes take more time to decommission
and have been proven to hinder resell,
therefore reducing profit. It takes approximately 16 hours to prep sedans for duty.
The trucks and SUVs take longer.
The Field of Dreams
Being a 30 year police car collector
and writer, I think of the MOSHP sale lot
as “The Field of Dreams.” In 2004, I referred to it as an “Easter basket full of
cars” because of the Patrol’s unique
multicolor fleet which consists of nearly
every factory color offered. Once again,
color choices are resale driven. When the
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1

Heavy duty ball bearing slide design
allows for quick and easy removal of
drawer to facilitate installation.

2

Optional features such as box-top lip,
internal dividers, cargo rings, wood
lining, different locks, etc., are
available. Customization will be at an
extra cost.

3

Ask for TROY WEAPONS BOX LIST to
see all weapon box options for the
Ford Police Interceptor Utility vehicle.
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fleet was mostly Crown Vics, customer demand caused them to purchase 75% white units. Now, with the
variety of makes and models offered
for sale, the Patrol purchases about
50% white units.
When I walk that lot behind the
GHQ Garage, I’m like a kid in a
candy store. The rows and rows of
pristine cruisers sit patiently waiting
to chase that next speeder or catch
that next criminal or even become a
reliable family sedan for someone
like myself. But, before I reach into
my blue jeans for a handful of cash,
The fully stocked warehouse section
I’m jarred into reality as I remember
ensures a steady supply of necessary parts.
that I can’t buy one. Missouri State
Over the years, used MOSHP vehicles
Law dictates that these vehicles be ofhave been sold to agencies in nearly evfered to other agencies FIRST. Resale
ery state in America. Units which do not
prices are also set by the State Commissell to agencies can be sold to the gensioner of Administration and are 60-70%
eral public. These sales are usually
of MSRP. There’s no dickering or haggling
handled through direct sales or occasionas each unit has a set price. Those of you
ally at auctions conducted by the Missouri
who purchase used cruisers for your deAgency for Surplus Property.
partment might think these prices are high
So, Why Is Their
for used police cars, but over 200 repeat
Program So Successful?
customers would argue with you. In fact,
Well, first of all, they’ve had over 40
there are many other agencies which also
years to perfect it. Actually, the MOSHP
purchase vehicles, only less frequently.

has been selling their used cruisers
themselves since the ’60s and ‘70s.
There was a time when they were
retiring the cars at 10,000 miles and
the public was often paying retail
prices to score one. New state laws
changed a lot of that, but unlike a
lot of questionable new laws passed,
the state fathers didn’t screw this up.
The rapid turnover and long waiting
lists attest to that. The bottom line is
the Patrol does exactly what I’ve
been preaching for 17 years in this
column: Plan your resale before you
ever buy a police vehicle. With new
police units approaching 30 grand,
it is just plain crazy to drive them until
the wheels fall off, or rack up two hundred thousand miles on the odometer and
sell them for a few hundred bucks. Sure,
at a few hundred bucks each, you’ll have
police impersonators and wanna-bes
lined out the back door to buy one, but if
you are financially well-off enough to buy
new cruisers, why not retire them early
and sell them to departments who can’t
afford new ones?
Okay, here’s how it works. I’ve already
explained how the vehicles are initially

PIT BAR ELITE

Westin’s PIT Bar Elite has been rigorously tested and approved by
major public safety agencies. The PIT Bar Elite is made of heavy duty
7 gauge HRPO steel horizontal bars and features two 2-3/4” wide
UXEEHUVWULSVZLWKSODVWLFHQGFDSVIRUDFOHDQƬQLVKHGORRN,WDOVR
IHDWXUHVKHDY\GXW\JDXJH+532VWHHOUHLQIRUFLQJEUDFNHWVIRU
maximum strength. Westin’s Public Safety PIT Bar Elite is designed
to bolt directly to a Westin Push Bumper Elite or EliteXD at the upper
bumper level for the best PIT maneuver possible.

US PATENT NO. D755,094 S

search “Westinpublicsafety”
and stay connected!
for more information // ph: 800. 345.
34 8476

WESTINPUBLICSAFETY.COM

» Shown on
2016 Ford Interceptor Utility

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #2000
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Protecting those who Protect Us
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Serving
the K-9 Law
Enforcement
Community
for over
20 years.

“Just wanted to give your company some well deserved
credit for making a superior product. Recently our K-9 officer
was involved in a on duty accident while operating a K-9 unit
equipped with your company’s equipment.
Multiple persons have told us that if not for the K-9 cage
installed, the officer would have been crushed, as his unit
rolled over several times and came to rest upside down.“
Dondi Hardin
Asst. Chief - Carencro Police Department”

When you demand safe, secure transport for
your Law Enforcement’s canines, look to
“The Original” E/Z Rider K-9 Containers.

ezrideronline.com • 800-277-0869
See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #631

Handler’s Choice
Circle 3053 for More Information
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THE WHEELS OF JUSTICE
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

The MSHP vehicle resale
program has enjoyed a great deal
of success for over 40 years.
prepped to facilitate easy removal of the
equipment upon retirement. The patrol sedans are retired at 54,000 miles – no
more, no less. Obviously, with the miles
the troopers drive, it doesn’t take long to
rack these up. The Tahoes and PI Utilities are retired at 64,500 miles as they
tend to have higher resale values. The retired vehicles have been driven (and taken
home) by one trooper or perhaps two, at
the most. They are pampered, babied and
every Missouri trooper I’ve ever known
has pictures of themselves and every unit
he (or she) has been assigned. Weekly

field inspections keep the cruisers standing tall. By state law, the use of all tobacco
products in the vehicles is forbidden and
the troopers cannot modify the vehicles.
Once the equipment is removed, the
vehicles are given a complete inspection,
not just a quick once-over. Any items
needing service or replacement are taken
care of and brakes and tires with less than
50% remaining life are replaced. Cosmetic damage is then repaired or, if they
elect not to repair it, the vehicle is discounted. Finally, all emblems are carefully
removed and the unit is treated to a complete detail – inside and out. Unlike many
used police car dealers, the Patrol’s fleet
is sold with spare tires and jacks and all
service records are included as well. The
garage no longer has to drill the rear quarter panels to install whip antennas. There
are usually two antenna holes in the roof
and the garage caps them and leaves the
coax for the next owner.
It’s not impossible to initiate a resale
program like Missouri’s. Obviously, few
departments could afford to start a similar program for an entire fleet at first, so
phase it in gradually. If you only buy ten

Offering Law Enforcement
Professionals a Choice!
Control Spitters!
TranZport Hood

Restraint Equipped
H
T
B d
Humane
TranzBoard
Restraint
Chair

Headbangers???
Use Protective Helmets
CALL FOR
A CATALOG
TODAY!

912 Bethel Circle • Waunakee, WI 53597
800/ 356-7472 • FAX 608/ 849-6315
www.humanerestraint.com

Circle 3054 for More Information
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cars at a time, decide that you’ll retire half
at 50,000 miles. Follow the tips in this article on how to prep your cars for service
and resale and don’t deviate or spend the
proceeds on something else; roll those
funds right back into the fleet and, then,
repeat.
My sincere appreciation goes to Director Rains and other members of the Missouri State Highway Patrol for their assistance with this article. The years have not
diminished my respect and awe of what
they would refer to as “just doing our job.”
For further information about the
MOSHP resale program or their new garage, visit www.mshp.dps.mo.gov.
Sergeant James Post always welcomes your comments and suggestions.
He can be reached at kopkars@
arkansas.net.

JCAT Releases
2016 Intelligence
Guide for First
Responders
Recently, the Joint Counterterrorism Assessment Team
(JCAT) released the 2016 Intelligence Guide for First Responders. The guide was produced for
first responders by first responders and was designed to improve
information sharing among state,
local, tribal, and territorial jurisdictions and the federal government.
Some topics included in the resource are handling and protecting information, how to gain access to Internet-based U.S. government systems, and understanding the Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting Initiative.
The guide is available at
http://s.iir.com/
JCATfirstresponder.
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Aim for the Cloud!
Unit 13330

Location: Corl Street Elementary

Date: 3/21/16
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Hand-held Lidar, just one of the great products
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Contact us to learn how the TraffiCloud can
+,0%)%6!ƫ5+1.ƫ!*"+.!)!*0ƫ!û+.0/ċ
See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #526
Circle 3055 for More Information

Interested in joining the TraffiCloud? We invite manufacturers of traffic management
products to reach out to us for more information. ĉććġăććġććĀĂƫđƫ((.þ+(10%+*/ċ+)
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Free Admission to All Expo Attendees
(with PSE 2016 Expo Badge)
Tuesday, June 28, 2016
Exhibits Open: 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. Tamron Camera Lenses for Nikon, Canon
Room #317 and Sony
Tamron lenses offer a substantial improvement
in the photos you are shooting with your exist
ing equipment – whether it’s close-up (Macro)
shots or long-range surveillance.
Presenter: Ken Hubbard (Tamron USA)
Sponsor: Mack Camera & Video Service
1:00 p.m.
Lockdown and Emergency Notification
Room #314 System
Improving emergency response times and improving school-based communication capabilities are critically important. Learn three principles all technology systems must meet in order to be effective and protect inside and campus-wide in the event of an emergency.
Presenter: Paul Jenne (Eastern DataComm)
1:30 p.m.
Social Security – Windfall Elimination ProRoom #307 vision and Government Pension Offset –
Overview and Specifics
The WEP and GPO are aspects of Social Security which effect a lot of law enforcement officers which may not currently contribute into
the systems. Learn how to calculate them, taking into account pensions, spousal benefits, etc.
Presenter: Michael Schiller (AXA Equitable)
1:30 p.m.
Facial Recognition Technology Training
Room #306 Examination training is imperative in generating the correct investigative leads. Overview:
What training is needed to conduct a facial recognition investigation.
Presenter: Lora Sims, Senior Biometric
Examiner (Ideal Innovations, Inc.)
2:00 p.m.
Handheld Chemical, Explosive and Narcotic
Room #316 Detector/Identifier
A demonstration of a full suite of laboratory quality products for unknown chemicals, explosives
and narcotics in field environments.
Presenter: Wayne Horvath
(Chemring Sensors & Electronic Systems)
2:30 p.m.
Next Generation Solutions for Mobile and
Room #306 Backend Face Matching
A live demonstration of face matching against
very large databases – mobile solution implementation and discussion of related considerations.
Presenter: Brendan Klare (Secure Planet, Inc.)
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Wednesday, June 29, 2016
Exhibits Open: 10:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m. New Jersey Traffic Safety Officers
Room #308/ Association Meeting
309
1:30 p.m.
Facial Recognition Technology Training
Room #306 Examination training is imperative in generating the correct investigative leads. Overview:
What training is needed to conduct a facial recognition investigation.
Presenter: Lora Sims, Senior Biometric
Examiner (Ideal Innovations, Inc.)
2:00 p.m.
Sony Mirrorless Cameras
Room #317 See the latest digital cameras from Sony. A
question and answer session about the Sony
A7 models which can be used for shooting in
low light during a surveillance or capturing
more detail with full frame cameras.
Presenter: Gene Szucs (Sony)
Sponsor: Mack Camera & Video Service

Highlights of PSE 2016
Watch as ten tons of sand are
transformed into a “live action”
sand sculpture by World
Champion Sand Sculpture Artist Matt Diebert in Booth 1350.

Artist John Kiernan of Blueline
Studios will create his fourth six
foot tall mural.

See the world’s largest collection of Starsky and Hutch
memorabilia and have your
picture taken with the original Starsky and Hutch TV
show and movie Gran Torino.

Get a quick complimentary
health screening performed
by Deborah Heart and Lung
Center.
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Grand Prize Drawings

(1) Fitbit® Charge HR™ –
Heart rate and activity wristband

(1) Big Blue Unplugged Wireless
Indoor/Outdoor Speaker

(2) Ruger® LC9s Pros
(one drawn each day – must be a
licensed professional to win)
(1) Lyrix JIVE Jumbo
Waterproof Wireless Speaker

PSE 2016 30th Anniversary
Collectible Pin Game

(1) Ring™ WiFi Enabled
Video Doorbell

The first 1,000 PSE attendees to pick up their badge holders at the expo (on each show day) will receive a
PSE 2016 collectible pin. Sponsoring exhibitors inside the hall will also be giving out the collectible pins.
Collect three different colored PSE 2016 anniversary pins to be eligible to win special prize drawings:

Megapixel MicroDome h.264 All in
One Day/Night, Indoor/Outdoor
Dome IP Camera
(Arecont Vision)

(1) HD Video Drone

Model 730 Superlite Handcuff
(Peerless® Handcuff Co.)

(2) Vacation Getaways
(one drawn each day)

(2) Fitbit® Alta
Fitness Wristbands
(one each day)

MBM Shredder
Model 8240CC
(Whitaker Brothers
Business Machines)

Additional Prize Drawings
(1) Buzz Personal Massager
AIRFRAME Portable Car Mount Phone Holder
$50.00 Gift Card to Ranger Joe’s (Ranger Joe’s)
$25.00 Target Gift Card (Cipolla Insurance Consultants)

Prizes
Drawn Every
Hour

$25.00 Home Depot Gift Card (Cipolla Insurance Consultants)
$20.00 Starbucks Gift Cards (Professional Systems Engineering, LLC)
4343
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WE’VE GOT
YOUR BACK

Learn more about the most
flexible line of connected
products & solutions offered
by All Traffic Solutions.

All your equipment &
data. All in one place.

PSE Booth 920,918
Adorama Law Enforcement
888-874-1586
le@adorama.com
adorama.com

SCAN
OUR LINEUP

Cloud-based traffic
safety equipment

x Collect data automatically from
all your equipment, then access
it when & where you need it.
x Use the data to manage your
equipment & enhance its value.
x Achieve a new level of
awareness & Total Traffic
Safety Management.

866-366-6602
alltrafficsolutions.com

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #’s 918 & 920

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #526

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #2007
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COBAN BODY-WORN CAMERA SOLUTIONS

CAPTURE

TRANSFER

STORE

MANAGE

WWW.COBANTECH.COM
See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #631

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #725

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #’s 1608 & 1656
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Slim-Tuk

™ $

Tuckable™
360°

MSRP

39 99
Style
137

• Precision molded
from Kydex®
• Tuckable 360™
C-Clip affords
unlimited
mounting options
• Features a rugged
nylon clip
• Ambidextrous

800-GUNHIDE
631-841-6300
Dept. #PSS6

431 Bayview Avenue, Amityville, NY 11701

desantisholster.com

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1318

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #2020

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1802
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Master of Science in

HOMELAND
SECURITY
Online and in-person
class formats.
50+ convenient NJ locations.
Enroll today!
Classes begin year-round.
For information:
201-692-6523
fdu.edu/mshs

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1415

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1828
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Ford Interceptor Sedan
& Utility Solutions
•
•
•
•

Integrated Control System
Vehicle Specific Consoles
Trunk Mount Systems
K9 Transport Units

800-524-9900  www.havis.com
See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1523

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1951

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #806
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STARRING

JAMAR Technologies

STARRING

Black Cat Radar
Recorder

POWER

SPEED

STARRING

PORTABLE
DESIGN
STRONGARM BY HURST
JAWS OF LIFE IS POWERFUL YET
PORTABLE, HELPING HEROES
CUT, LIFT, SPREAD AND BREAK
DOWN DOORS WITH EASE.
WHEN THE GOLDEN HOUR STRIKES,

• Detects Lane Position of Vehicles
• Detects 2 Lanes in Same Direction
• Modem Option for Remote Access
• Stores Multiple Data Files
• ‘Quick Set’ Configuration Option
• More Accurate Vehicle Lengths
• Built-in Solar Power Connection
• 98% Count Accuracy
“I see cars ﬂying past my house every day!”
Sound Familiar? You know what he says, now find out
what the evidence says
with the Black Cat Radar.

ARM YOURSELF WITH THE
UNSTOPPABLE STRONGARM.
800.537.2659 • 711 N. POST ROAD
SHELBY, NC 28150 • JAWSOFLIFE.COM

sales@jamartech.com • www.jamartech.com
1-800-776-0940 • 1-215-361-2244
1500 Industry Road, Suite C
Hatfield, PA, USA 19440
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FREE HMMWV

From the U.S. government?
goverrnment?

YES
YES!
S! FREE!
FREE! The
The U.S.
U S Military
Military is recycling excess
vehicle inventory to municipal law enforcment
agencies and KASCAR® has the accessories to
civilianize these military trucks for use on city
streets. Parts such as locking door handles, keyed
ignition switches, 24v to 12v converters, and seat
belt kits plus all the service and maintenance
parts you need to keep your truck running and
mission ready.

RADAR • LIDAR • BODY-WORN VIDEO
IN-CAR VIDEO • SPEED AWARENESS

Capture the
whole event
from the
officer’s
VANTAGE
point!

We can ship key parts TODAY!
Don’t have a 1033 truck?
We can
people!
an put you in touch with the right peop
Visit us at booth 720

For a demo of our Body-Worn Video
or any other Kustom Signals
product:

$POUBDU6T

SCAR, LLC - 1 Kascar Plaza, Greenville,
ville SC 29605
5
KASCAR,

864-422-0370v - 864-422-1707f - www.Real4WD.com

800.458.7866 or
sales@KustomSignals.com

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #’s 1509 - 1513

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #720

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1237
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200 GB
of Cloud Storage for $25/Month
with L3Capture.com

Capture the Evidence.
Capture the Truth.

mobile-vision.com/L3Capture

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1706

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #’s 836 & 838

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1420
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WE PROVIDE SALES & SERVICE FOR:

plan for the future!

PLUS MUCH MORE!
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFO:
WARRANTIES & REPAIRS:

WWW.MACKCAM.COM
SALES & RETAIL:

WWW.MACKRETAIL.COM
200 MORRIS AVE. SPRINGFIELD NJ, 07081
(973)467-2291 EXT. 111

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1839

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1623

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1526
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Call us today to learn more about our protective solutions
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See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1853
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THE ULTIMATE TRAINING
TOOL FOR
HANDGUN ACCURACY

Choosing the
right body-cam
is all in the
details.
Our
body-cams
have the best
details.
See our full line of
body-cams online at
sentinelcamerasystems.com

TACTICAL
'U\ðULQJLVQRWHQRXJK<RXPXVW
WUDLQ\RXUHQWLUHKDQGZULVW IRUHDUP
WRORFNRQWKHWDUJHW

DEMO AT BOOTH 1753
DISTRIBUTORS WELCOME!
www.prohands.net

Find out more today
www.safetyvision.com
800.880.8855
Copyright © 2016 Safety Vision, LLC All Rights Reserved.

Tel: 215-635-3770 • Fax: 215-635-5143

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1753

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1642

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #721
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ZDUGUREHORFNHUV
Built to meet the rigorous demands
of our public safety professionals

®
DLUäRZ®
ORFNHU
Boasting heavy-duty
construction & unique
®
GHVLJQWKH$LṶRZ®
Locker is in a class all
LWVRZQ

SHUVRQQHO
ORFNHU
An excellent choice
IRUWKRVHZLWKD
conservative budget,
our Personnel Locker is
WKHPRVWFRVWH̫HFWLYH
KHDY\GXW\ZDUGUREH
locker on the market

www.SmithWarren.com
Contact@SmithWarren.com
Ph: 914.948.4619

Fax: 914.948.1627
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™

PULL OVER.
to booth #1657 to see the Yamaha
Police bike and provide your feedback.

FJR1300 Police Bike Concept
TM

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1630

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #2000

See us at PSE 2016 – Booth #1657
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This deputy, after all, did what he was
trained to do and what so many instructors and “tactical” schools teach: Leave
the handgun in the strong hand and use
your nondominant hand to strike or direct
the suspect. This is a commonly taught
technique!
The Problem
What’s wrong with this tactic? Only
that it’s all but guaranteed to result in the
handgun being discharged as the weak
hand goes to work. The cause is the
widely known phenomenon of sympathetic muscle contraction. Under stress,
a vigorous contraction of one hand will
often trigger a similar, but involuntary,
contraction of the other hand. When you
strike or grab someone with your
nonshooting hand, the hand holding the
gun will also contract – including the trigger finger. This is a well documented and
involuntary phenomenon, one that occurs
even if the trigger finger is in register on
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WOULD
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WOULD BE
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WITHOUT
ONE.
WITHOUT O
NE.
See our ultra-reliable & off-road
capable Side-by-Sides at booth 1657.

e challenge people with our
handguns all the time. Often,
they comply; sometimes, we are
compelled to use deadly force; and, not
infrequently, they don’t comply, but lower
their threat level, forcing us to also transition to a lower level force option. These
events usually happen at very close distances and there’s no time to reholster the
handgun. Often, there’s no time to access
another weapon, either, forcing you to
deal with the suspect with empty hands.
Concrete Example
This very situation occurred several
years ago in a case in which I was asked
to consult. During a raid on a suspect’s
house where the suspect was known to

posses a gun, deputies entered the residence and encountered the individual who
came at them aggressively, waving his
hands. The deputies properly challenged
him with their drawn handguns, but, as
the suspect got closer, it became clear
that he was unarmed. Not being able to
retreat (for reasons which are immaterial
here, but were quite real), and not having
the time to reholster before the suspect
was on top of them, the closest deputy
kept his handgun in his strong hand, lowered the gun and engaged the individual
with his off hand. As he so engaged, sympathetic muscle contraction caused the
strong hand to discharge his handgun,
striking a fellow deputy.

VIKING

®

WOLVERINE R-SPEC
®

VIKING

VIKING VI

®

®

™

Always protect the environment and wear your seat belt, helmet, eye protection and protective
clothing. Read the owner’s manual and product warning labels before operation. Professional
riders depicted on a closed course. Models shown with optional Genuine Yamaha Accessories.
©2016 Yamaha Motor Corporation. U.S.A. All rights reserved.

See us at the Police
Security Expo - Booth #1657
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Federal Law Enforcement Training Centers
Cybercrime Conference – July 6-8, 2016
The Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) in Glynco, Georgia, is hosting a Cybercrime Conference on
July 6-8, 2016. The purpose of this event is to foster education and awareness of the current threats and innovations which
may impact law enforcement officers and the manner in which they deal with cybercrime. The intent is to educate investigators with exhibits, lectures, demonstrations, and hands-on labs. During the conference, attendees will have the opportunity
to collaborate with other FLETC training division staff and partnering organizations, as well as with vendors. There is no fee
to attend the conference and the deadline to register is June 3, 2016.
Logistics and registration information is located at https://www.fletc.gov/fletc-announces-cybercrime-conference.

support hand, inherently in a position in
which, no matter how hard we squeeze,
the gun cannot be fired and use our
strong hand for whatever empty hand
tactics are called for. The accompanying
photos illustrate this.

The police officer challenges the bad guy with a long gun. If a nonlethal
force application is suddenly called for, the officer removes his strong hand
from the gun, controls the gun with his support hand and engages the bad guy
with his strong, dominant hand. This is how we’ve all been taught.
the frame, and, thus, you can’t completely
train it away. (However, because the
chance of it happening is related to the
stress the officer is under, you can somewhat mitigate its probability with realistic
stressful training.)
The Answer
So, what’s the solution? What’s a better technique? I first saw the answer years
ago in an article by Gary Klugiewicz in an
issue of The Law Enforcement Trainer (the

publication of the now defunct ASLET).
To ease you into it, think of what we’ve
all been trained to do with long gun to
empty hand transitions. Slung or not, we
lower and control the shotgun or rifle with
our support hand and use our strong
hand for empty hand maneuvers (or to
draw a handgun). Well, the same exact
principle applies to the handgun. We simply withdraw our dominant hand from the
handgun, leaving the handgun in the

It should be the same with a handgun. If a nonlethal force
application is suddenly called for, the officer removes his strong
hand from the gun, controls the gun with his support hand and
engages the bad guy with his strong, dominant hand.
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Note that the nondominant
hand is now holding the gun in a
way which makes it impossible
for the gun to fire.
Rebuttal
Now, I can hear some of you saying,
“Just reholster the gun, for cryin’ out loud!”
And, some more of you adding, “Only an
incompetent can’t reholster quickly.” It is
true that we should focus more than most
of us do on rapid reholstering skills, but
there are situations when the situation is
evolving too fast for reholstering to be
practical, as simple close quarter simulations have proven. For those times, let’s
teach a technique which is safe rather than
one which is inherently unsafe.
Ralph Mroz was a police officer (parttime) in Massachusetts for 20 years, seven
of which he was assigned to his county’s
drug task force. He has taught at a number of national, regional and international
law enforcement conferences. His blog
can be read at https://thestreetstandards.
wordpress.com/
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See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #1853

Circle 3101 for More Information
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roficiency in shooting and
marksmanship skills regarding both handguns
and shoulder weapons derives
directly from repetitive practice
using the methods taught by
expert firearms trainers.
The skill of shooting a firearm, especially handguns, will
diminish over time. Preventing
diminishing marksmanship
skills requires recurrent, repetitive in-service firearms training.
Diminished marksmanship
skills for police officers are a
recipe for disaster. It is predictive of negative safety consequences for the officers themselves, fellow officers and the
general public.
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Firearms instructors should be carefully selected –
utilizing those who possess strong leadership skills.

Mandatory Firearms Skill
and Marksmanship Training
During my service as an FBI
Special Agent, agents were required to shoot and qualify at an
outdoor firearms range four
times a year. In addition, during
the cold winter months, we were
offered the option to shoot indoors for an additional four
times.
During the four mandatory
outdoor qualification sessions,
FBI agents had to meet, or exceed, qualification standards
during each of the four shoots.
There were no exceptions. Performance records were maintained by the FBI firearms instructors and remedial training

was given to those failing to qualify. Agents who were unable to at///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
tend a given mandatory training session were marked absent and
were required to attend a makeup session at a later time. Agents
were not excused from training and those unable to qualify were not
given a pass. They received remedial training until they qualified.
There is no minimum national standard and no legal mandate
regarding how many times annually active duty officers must shoot
and qualify with respect to firearms. I understand that many state
and local departments across America are unable to meet the FBI
standard due to budget and manpower constraints. Nonetheless,
the FBI requirement of four mandatory qualification shoots per year
serves as a worthy goal. At a minimum, in-service firearms training
must adhere to all state and, if more stringent, departmental standards for all state and local officers.
In February 2007, Ken Forbus, an NRA Certified Firearms Instructor, posted a blog that reviewed an FBI study, entitled “Violent
Encounters: A Study of Felonious Assaults on Our Nation’s Law Enforcement Officers.” The FBI study was published in 2006 and, according to Forbus’s review, the study focused on 40 violent encounters between 43 violent offenders and 50 law enforcement officers.
One disturbing finding of the study was that 80% of the offenders practiced regularly with handguns. In fact, these offenders averaged 23 practice sessions per year. In contrast, the victim officers in
these violent encounters averaged 14 hours of handgun training
annually and 2.5 qualifications annually. This indicates that many of
the victim officers officially practiced training with their weapons substantially less than their on the street adversaries. This study alone
sends a clear message –more firearms training for law enforcement officers is necessary.
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Makeup sessions should be held for those
who were unable to attend in-service training.

Law enforcement trainers should be
selected carefully by police administrators.
These men and women must not only excel at shooting, but they must also exhibit
strong leadership skills and be capable of
sharing their wisdom effectively. Law enforcement trainers and administrators
must take all necessary steps to insure that
all recruit and in-service training is taken
completely serious by trainers and participants. No officer should ever be excused
from training. Makeup sessions must be
held for those unable to attend. Participants who attend each session must
qualify by the end of each session. Officers unable to qualify must receive remedial training until they qualify. Anything less
is unacceptable and must not be tolerated.
Trainers must keep proficiency
records on all officers. Trainers should be
aware that these records may be subject

to subpoena, judicial review and disciplinary hearing scrutiny in the event of an
officer involved shooting. In the event of
a shooting incident, training officers and
police administrators are likely to be required to testify under oath in a civil lawsuit, grand jury or a disciplinary hearing about the firearms training received
by all of the officers involved. Great care
should be taken to insure that those
records are accurate, correct and truthful
in every respect.
Falsification of training records could
result in criminal charges, including perjury, against the offending officials. There
can be no doubt that, once false records
are entered, the likelihood of perjury is
greatly enhanced during legal proceedings
which may follow. The best way to avoid a
cover-up is to avoid false record keeping
from the outset.

Circle 3105 for More Information
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Firearms skills diminish over time
– if your department doesn’t offer regular
training, it’s up to you to practice at a local range.
Police administrators must insure
that all reasonable training actions and
decisions by their firearms trainers are
fully supported and never undermined.
The cardinal sin of a firearms trainer and
police administrator would be to allow
an unqualified officer to take a loaded
firearm onto the street while on duty.
Being called to answer for allowing
this to happen after a tragedy occurs
would be my worst nightmare. Trainers
and administrators must take all necessary steps to avoid a local news headline like the following, “Local Officer
Shoots Innocent Bystander; Firearms
Training Records Falsified.”
One final point to be made regarding firearms marksmanship skills is obvious for law enforcement officers. If your
department does not offer regular repetitive firearms training, officers should
seize the initiative and join a local rifle
and pistol club to enhance these skills
on their own. It is similar to obtaining
preventive maintenance on your automobile. You pay for it yourself, but such
maintenance is a prophylactic to disaster. Likewise, enhancing firearms skills
privately will likely be a significant factor
in saving one’s life down the road.
Even when your department schedules regular firearms training, shooting
on your own will contribute substantially
to saving your life someday.
Firearms Training –
Beyond Marksmanship
The degree of danger in deadly force
confrontations is so great that firearms
training must go beyond good, or even
excellent, marksmanship. Firearms training must also be made to be as realistic
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When Point Blank introduced the revolutionary Alpha Elite
Series, we set a new low, creating the lightest body armor
in history. Now we’ve done it again. The new Alpha Elite
Black is even lighter than our original Alpha Elite®, weighing
a mere .79 psf. And with the latest generation of Dyneema®
Force Multiplier Technology by DSM, a Point Blank exclusive,
it offers a combination of light weight and protection
previously unknown to ballistic science. Alpha Elite® Black
is available in a variety of concealable and tactical carriers
including our latest Elite concealable body armor system (as shown).
Contact us today to learn more. And get ready to Feel The Light.

Dyneema® and Dyneema® Force Multiplier Technology are trademarks of DSM.

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #1437
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to actual street shooting confrontations
as possible. Realistic firearms training (at
a minimum) must include realistic targets
with actual pictures of armed perpetrators. It should also include interactive
video simulator training with realistic laser-style weapons involving shoot and
don’t shoot scenarios.
Likewise, force on force training scenarios should be created in which “real
bad guys” (i.e., law enforcement officers
acting as bad guys) and law enforcement
officers confront each other with realistic
looking paint bullet (marking cartridges)
or airsoft weapons and ammunition.
Training should also include requiring officers to shoot on the move because
many gunfights involve substantial movement by perpetrators and officers alike.
Finally, officers should be constantly
trained and reminded to seek available
protective cover during regular training
sessions to lower the chances of being
shot and killed or wounded.
All of this training should be regularly
repeated so that officers will not have to
pause and think about what they need to

do. The training must be so ingrained into
their psyche that it becomes second nature as though they are acting on autopilot. This is the kind of training which will
allow officers to not only survive a firefight,
but definitively win it.
Training on Realistic Targets
Lt. Colonel Dave Grossman, in his
book, On Combat, speaks extensively on
the kind of targets that law enforcement
officers should be shooting at during regular firearms training. Grossman has summarily dismissed bull’s-eye (i.e., circle targets) and silhouette targets (i.e., targets
with the image of a human torso and
head) as grossly inadequate. Instead, he
recommends that targets be “photo-realistic” and contain a picture of a real looking human holding a firearm or some other
dangerous weapon.
Grossman believes that officers who
train consistently with photo-realistic targets will become mentally prompted to act
immediately to defend themselves from
being shot and killed or wounded by a
menacing adversary. In other words, because of repetitive training involving

Paper targets should be
photo-realistic and depict armed
and dangerous individuals.
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realistic targets, officers will react
ingraining in them a conditioned
without hesitation to the danger
response. The stimulus appeared
“You need to be prepared for the possibility of
and they had a split second to
confronting them. Hesitation in
being shot. The key is to not be overwhelmed by it.
respond.” This kind of training was
such dire circumstances signifiKeep your head about you and fight back. Combat
repeated time and again and recantly raises the likelihood of death
soldiers sustain some pretty serious injuries on the
sulted in a sea change in mindor serious bodily harm for the ofbattlefield and live to tell about it. Don’t think that
ficer and others. Repetitively shootset. In fact, during Vietnam, the
just because you’ve been shot that this is the end.”
shooting response rate of our
ing at targets containing armed and
– Michael T. Rayburn, Combat Gunfighting
soldiers increased from 15%-20%
dangerous human images will
to 95%.
cause the officer to react instantly
Law enforcement officers in
without conscious thought or deAmerica today deserve to receive the
lay during an actual shooting event.
raises the probability of your own demise.
Colonel Grossman reinforces his point
same lifesaving training which has
Colonel Grossman reports that our
by contrasting the training of the US Miliproven to be the best for our military.
soldiers in WWII were trained to shoot at
Paper targets must contain photos of lifetary in World War II and the Vietnam War.
bull’s-eye targets. He observed that bull’slike armed adversaries. Firing ranges
Grossman points to a study conducted dureye targets present no threat, don’t shoot
should be equipped to the extent posing World War II which revealed that, unback and don’t condition the soldier/law
sible with targets of armed subjects which
less ordered to fire by a superior, only 15%
enforcement officer to immediately shoot
to 20% of US soldiers would fire at an exappear suddenly in the path of trainees.
in self-defense. US Military trainers recConstant repetitious shooting at targets
posed enemy soldier. He concludes that,
ognized this gross deficiency in training
of this nature should be the norm rather
“When soldiers were left to their own deafter WWII and corrected it before the
than the exception.
vices, the vast majority of them...could not
Vietnam War.
kill.” Grossman correctly points out that this
Video Simulators and
Colonel Grossman reports that soldiers
was a problem with training which could
Force on Force Training
who have served in our military since
not be allowed to continue. In war and in
By now, it should be abundantly clear
Vietnam have been universally trained
officer involved shootings, failure to quickly
that firearms training which is limited to
to shoot at man shaped targets which
shoot at your adversary exponentially
shooting at paper targets for qualification
pop up in their field of view, “thus

Starting at day one, we have solely focused on evolving
laser measurement technology and using it to create
devices that address real-world needs that include speed
enforcement, accident investigation, forestry, mining,
construction, utilities, surveying and more.
We have always held the belief that we are only as good as
the last measurement taken by any of our products. That’s
why you’ll find 30 years of engineering, experience and
expertise in every unit we make, and why we look to be
pioneers for at least 30 more.

Visit www.lasertech.com/PSNE to join our
30th Anniversary Customer Celebration.

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #’s 836 & 838
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purposes is grossly inadequate.
It is the duty and obligation
of law enforcement administrators, public officials and police
firearms trainers to provide the
best training which is financially
feasible for their officers. This
training should attempt to condition officers and expose them to
what it is like in actual officer involved shooting situations. Officers exposed to realistic training
Video-based training simulators create
scenarios requiring deadly force
realistic scenarios where deadly force
are much more likely to survive
decisions are made in real time.
and win real-life deadly force
confrontations.
The most realistic method of recreatAccordingly, training should include
ing real-life deadly force incidents involves
regular exposure to computer controlled
force on force training. Force on force
video simulators which involve lifelike
training involves actors (police officers or
video scenarios which permit officers to
otherwise) involved in assuming the role
interact with the video taking place beof armed and dangerous perpetrators.
fore them. Realistic looking firearms are
These actors are provided a script and
used to connect the officer mechanically
will directly confront law enforcement ofto what is occurring on the video screen
ficers involved in the training session. All
before him/her. Places of cover and conparticipants will be dressed in protective
cealment should be set up adjacent to the
gear and both trainees and “bad guys” will
officers to allow them to choose available
be armed with training firearms which are
cover to protect themselves as though the
designed to fire paint bullets, aka marksimulation is real. Interaction with the
ing cartridges, or airsoft projectiles.
video will teach officers when to shoot or
In his book, Colonel Grossman comnot shoot. It will drive home how quickly
ments about force on force training and
“routine” interactions turn into life-threatobserves, “There is a powerful obligation
ening confrontations. It will demonstrate
to participate in this type of realistic trainto officers the split second decision-making. There are many officers who do not
ing which makes the difference in lifewant to participate in paint bullet training
Circle 3110 for More Information
and-death situations.
for fear of having to lay their training skills
on the line in front of their peers; fear of
feeling the sting of a round impact their
skin; and a general fear of having to function outside their comfort zone. Yes,
these factors do exist in this valuable, realistic training – but they also exist in a
real gun battle.”
As mentioned previously, the point of
force on force training is to condition officers to the extent possible on what it is
like to be involved in a real firefight before they are actually in one. Imagine the
impact on an officer in a force on force
training session which is shot once or
multiple times with paint bullets. Being
shot in a paint bullet training exercise will
have a lasting positive impact upon involved officers.
Officers involved in force on force training will learn to rely on their safety training
in a more positive way. They will approach
potentially dangerous subjects more cautiously. They will learn to take cover and
not to expose large portions of their bodies to their adversaries. They will draw their
See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #1502
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firearms to the ready position in dangerous situations to react more quickly to
dangerous actions by suspects. They will
learn to move laterally in the face of danger and shoot before being shot. They will
realize in an unforgettable way, the lifesaving value of wearing protective body
armor. They will also experience the positive and negative aspects that the release

of adrenaline will have on their minds and
bodies during life-threatening situations.
In the Line of Enemy Fire –
Move and Shoot
The concept of “action v. reaction” reveals that, when a shooter has made up
his mind to shoot and has his finger on
the trigger of a pointed handgun, he will
be able to fire nearly four bullets in one

Circle 3114 for More Information

second. An officer will never be able to draw
a holstered weapon and respond to the
threat in time to stop it. Even if the officer
has already drawn his/her own weapon, the
end result will be the same. Before the officer can fire his/her weapon at the offender,
the offender will fire three or four bullets at
the officer. Of course, this is an unacceptable result and outcome.

When I was still in the FBI in the late
1990s, the FBI trained its agents to take
several steps to the right when facing this
situation and fire multiple rounds at the offender while moving. Dave Spaulding, a
well-known law enforcement firearms
trainer, wrote an article on this subject
for Policeone.com in July 2006, entitled
“Firearms: Don’t be a Sitting Duck.” In the
article, Spaulding speaks about the necessity of officer movement in the above described situation. He says, “We all know hitting a moving target is harder than hitting a
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The Police
Tear Bomb
Force on force
training removes
officers from
their comfort
zone and exposes
them to high
stress situations.

stationary one. Sitting ducks in a gunfight get hurt or killed. So, don’t just
stand there – move.”
In my view, Spaulding is spot on in
his thinking. By moving in the above
circumstance, the officer is immediately
altering the action v. reaction dynamic.
The suspect who initially had the advantage is now required to react to the

In 1922, a great many
news items appeared in the
daily press about the use of
tear bombs by police in an
effort to control the outbreak
of crimes of violence they
were then experiencing.
The illustration shows how
one of these bombs works,
much like similar ones used
by US troops in World War
I. When the pin between the
upper and lower sections of
this unusually shaped bottle
was removed, the liquid in
the small tube would, at the
slightest shock, flow out of
this tube and into the bellshaped body below. This shock came with the throwing and striking of the
bomb. A reaction was set up which released a large volume of a gas which
made the immediate vicinity highly uncomfortable for human habitation, while
doing not the slightest permanent harm to its “victims.” This version of a gas
bomb was the invention of Major S. J. Delaney of Trenton, NJ.
Photo: Scientific American

Sitting ducks
get killed in a
gunfight, so it’s
critical to practice
moving laterally
and finding cover.

officer’s movement. The officer is no
longer standing where the suspect
thought he was. There will follow the
inevitable suspect need for split second adjustment – both mentally and
physically – to the officer’s position
change. Meanwhile, if the officer has
drawn his weapon, he can begin to
fire at the suspect before the suspect
has adjusted to the change of position.
The concept of action v. reaction has
been turned in favor of the officer and
rounds are now traveling directly at the

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #1420
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dry firing multiple rounds at the taroffender. Moreover, the officer is
get. It may someday save your life.
also creating distance between
“Some folks are under the impression that if
Repetitive Regular
himself and the offender. Distance
you ask an undercover cop if they are, in fact, a
Firearms Training –
increases the odds of not being
cop, they are legally obligated to tell the truth.
A Necessity
shot by the offender.
They aren’t.”
In his book, On Combat, Lt.
Spaulding states, “The most
– Adam Plantinga, 400 Things Cops Know
Colonel Grossman is a major procommon and best utilized moveponent of regular recurrent and
ment in a gunfight is the lateral
repetitive firearms training for both
movement. In fact, you should inlaw enforcement officers and the
corporate the lateral movement
US Military. He reports that, in 2003 while
single lateral step taught on many square
just about every time you practice the
training US Marines before their deployranges doesn’t accomplish this. Lateral
draw. Consider this: You confront an
ment to Iraq, he was approached by a
movement, to be effective, must be exarmed suspect [and both draw your weapmarine who told Grossman what a veteran
plosive and is more likely to work, if your
ons]. He...attempts to deliver his gun in
marine once told him about training and
opponent is [at] 12 o’clock and you’re [at]
your direction, but you aren’t there. You’ve
combat. The marine said, “Colonel, my old
six o’clock ...drawing and shooting as
sidestepped (i.e., moved laterally) which
gunny taught me that, in combat, you do
you...move laterally in an aggressive
gives you just enough time to get into his
not rise to the occasion, you sink to
manner away from your opponent.”
reaction/response loop, creating lag time
the level of your training.” Colonel
Officers need not wait for their next defor him and allowing you to deliver the first
Grossman believes that “Whatever is
partment sponsored training session to
accurate shot...This move has saved
drilled in during training comes out the
practice this technique. It can be practiced
cops...time and again.”
other end in combat.” He also believes
over and over again with a safe and empty
In a later article, titled “Shooting While
that, when officers practice lifesaving techduty firearm. Place a target of an armed
Moving,” Spaulding once again speaks
niques over and over again in training drills
subject holding a firearm on your baseabout the concept of lateral movement
and on their own, the techniques become
ment/ garage wall. Stand between five and
and states, “The truth is getting off the
part of their very nature. The techniques
ten feet away and repetitively practice
line [the direct line of fire between the bad
become so ingrained in the officers’
moving laterally away from the target while
guy and the officer] does work, but the
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psyche that, when confronted by a deadly adversary, they
react without conscious thought, if you will, on autopilot.
Firearms Training in Close Quarters
FBI LEOKA [Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted] statistics for the ten year period between 2002 and
2011 reveal that 500 law enforcement officers were murdered by firearms and 399 (approximately 80%) of those
officers were standing between zero and 20 feet from their
killers when shot. This statistical data is highly instructive
and cries out for change in the manner that firearms training is delivered to officers throughout the United States.
When the well-known “kill zone” is 20 feet or less, why do
we spend scarce training time shooting from distances of
25 yards or beyond? Shouldn’t the training focus be on training officers to not only survive, but also win, deadly confrontations in the “kill zone”?
Kevin Johnson, a journalist for USA Today, reported
on January 7, 2013, that the FBI has radically changed its
firearms training to reflect the need to focus on what historically has taken place in the “kill zone.” Johnson reports that the FBI reviewed nearly 200 shootings involving
FBI agents over a 17 year period and found that 75% of
them involved suspects who were within three yards of
agents when firing took place.
Johnson reports that flowing from that review was a dramatic shift in FBI firearms training which, for several decades, focused on longer-range marksmanship training.
Prior to the change, FBI agents qualified with their pistols
by firing 50 shots, more than half fired from the 15 yard line
and the 25 yard line. The new qualification course involves
firing 60 rounds, and 40 of them are fired from seven yards
and up to three yards from the target.
Regular Training on Constitutional
and Departmental Deadly Force Standards
Marksmanship with a firearm and combat shooting are
only part of the full required training picture. The rest of the
picture involves a complete understanding of constitutional
and departmental policy standards regarding use of deadly
force. Sending officers out on the street with shooting skills,
but no understanding of when they can be used, would be
like sending football players into a game without knowing
football field rules. Failure and chaos are sure to follow.
Spending cuts by federal, state, and local governments
and law enforcement agencies on critical firearms and
deadly force training programs are penny-wise and poundfoolish. The relatively small amount of money saved will be
swallowed up in the failure to train lawsuits which follow.
More important, our frontline officers who risk their lives daily
to protect and serve will be placed at a distinct personal
safety disadvantage by these shortsighted money saving
measures. These officers deserve the best available deadly
force training to save their own lives and the lives of innocent civilians they represent.
Editor’s Note: This article has been excerpted from a
well written and authoritative book by John Michael
Callahan, entitled Lethal Force and the Objectively Reasonable Officer. Copies of this book can be obtained from
Looseleaf Law Publications, Inc., 43-08 162nd St., Flushing, NY 11358; phone (800)647-5547; or visit their Web site
at www.LooseleafLaw.com. The price of the book is $21.95
(plus shipping and handling).
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level of concern as a cultural norm with

couple of times a year, we still read
about a police officer killed during
training supposedly conducted
with “safe” or “unloaded” weapons. These
deaths are not the result of the “law of
large numbers” – they are completely unnecessary!
Why do these accidents continue to
happen? Well, the obvious reason is that
live weapons were somehow introduced
into the training area. Why does this happen despite a number of existing good
safety protocols? Clearly, either 1) a good
safety protocol wasn’t implemented, or 2)
a good safety protocol was implemented,
but insufficiently followed.
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Why wasn’t a good safety protocol
implemented? Frankly, it’s due to laziness or incompetence. We still see way
too many simulations run off-the-cuff, with
some half-assed protocol sort of implemented some of the time. Included here
as half-assed are “protocols” which fail to
search an officer anytime he leaves the
simulation area – to take a call, hit the
head, go to lunch, or whatever. Part of
the reason this happens is that we simply, as a profession, do not yet have a
culture of safety in simulations. This is in
contrast to our religious following of the
four cardinal firearms safety rules whenever we engage in firearms training.

simulation safety yet. No one howls when
a simulation is run unsafely; no one gets
fired; no one gets disciplined. In 30 years,
our kids or grandkids will look back at
these training deaths and wonder, “What
the hell were they thinking?”
Why would a good safety protocol
be insufficiently followed? It’s not because an instructor who knows them
wakes up one morning and says, “The hell
with the safety procedures today.” Rather,
it’s because the protocol is too complicated or impractical to be followed. It may
be 100% safe if it is, in fact, followed, but
if it consumes too many resources (too
many officers, too much space, or too
much equipment) to implement, or if it
consumes too much training time to implement, or if it’s just unworkable under the
demands of a law enforcement trainer
working with small budgets and too little
time and people who still need training,
then it’s going to fall by the wayside. In
this vein, we have seen protocols which
require several police officers acting as
safety officers so that two officers could
train. We’ve also seen protocols which
had so many “rings of safety” that, in order to run a simulation in a room inside a
building, you’d have to shut down not just
the room, but the corridor leading to it,
the entire building, and its parking lot (no
kidding!).
Is there a solution? Yes, there is. The
Massachusetts Law Enforcement Firearms Instructors and Arrmorer’s Association (MLEFIAA) has a Simulation Instructor Course which solves this problem. It’s
available from them on DVD for only
$10.00 and the MLEFIAA charges $35 if
you want to take the included test and get
a certificate of completion (available to
LEOs only).
The MLEFIAA protocol centers
around keeping all real weapons – loaded
or unloaded – out of the simulation area.
It just makes our jaws drop, but we still
see simulation training conducted with
real and supposedly unloaded weapons.
An unloaded real gun is nothing more than
a dangerous dummy gun. With dummy
guns running only maybe $50, there’s no
excuse for every officer not to have one.
If force on force is part of a simulation,
then you can’t use real guns anyway –
you need something like airsoft guns. So,
not only is there no reason for real guns
to be present in simulations, there’s no
training needed for them.
The MLEFIAA protocol requires only
two people to run a simulation: an instructor and a safety officer (but you can use
as many safety officers as you like). It em-
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MLEFIAA SAFETY PROTOCOL SUMMARY
Setting Up the Area
• Define a physically separate simulation area – with barriers or tape;
• Specify one – and only one – entry point;
• Position a secured weapons sanitizing chamber and the simulated weapons arsenal
appropriately for flow. An “on deck” area just outside the entry point is also a good idea;
• Clear the simulation area for weapons:
1. Visually – look thoroughly
2. Interrogatively – ask someone familiar with the area
• Instructor assigns a Safety Officer (SO) and posts him/her at the single entry point.
Clearing the Participants
• Instructor and SO clear each other:
1. Visually – look to see if they have a weapon
2. Physically – search them (physically, not with a manometer)
3. Interrogatively – ask if they have a weapon
• SO clears every person (including the Instructor) entering the simulation area every time:
1. Visually – look to see if they have a weapon
2. Physically – search them (physically, not with a manometer)
3. Interrogatively – ask if they have a weapon.
Protective Gear for Airsoft
(Other Technologies May Require More Protection)
• Face fitting goggles for everyone who could be hit by a projectile; and
• Face and neck protection for all role players and breast protection for women.

ploys a simple, yet complete and
redundant, protocol to insure that
no real weapons enter a defined
simulation area. It is very quick
to implement, adding no more
than five percent to the time of
the training. It is 100% safe and
easy to remember, and it requires no special equipment.■
For more Information, contact the Massachusetts Law Enforcement Firearms Instructors
and Armorer ’s Association
(MLEFIAA) on their Web site at
www.mlefiaa.org.
Ralph Mroz was a police
officer (part-time) in Massachusetts for 20 years, seven of which
he was assigned to his county’s
drug task force. He has taught
at a number of national, regional and international law enforcement conferences. His
blog can be read at https://
thestreetstandards.wordpress.com/
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rowing older remains one of
life’s better practical jokes.
Just when you’ve got it all figured out, the various parts of your
body begin to betray you one by
one. More so in law enforcement
than most other professions, encroaching middle age can have an
adverse impact on performance.
Over time, many of us have found
that heavy gun belts and long hours
behind the wheel of a cruiser make
for a perpetually sore back. Others may note that their handgun
Revision’s StingerHawk™ glasses protect the
qualification scores have taken a
eyes from range hazards and can include
dip.
the Rx Carrier with prescription lenses.
Although we can’t turn back the
two in instructor demos at my firearms
clock, there are a few things we can do to
classes, I knew the time had come to get
keep Father Time in check. With a little
corrective lenses.
bit of effort and the right gear, you may, in
Revision Military, Inc. is a leader in
fact, find that Fountain of Youth. I’m afraid
providing quality eyewear for soldiers and
these measures will not make your waistcops. A few months ago, I began using
line shrink or your hair grow back, but they
Revision’s StingerHawk™ Spectical Syscan improve performance in a few vital
tem which, to date, has met all of my exareas.
pectations. The StingerHawk offers supeSee the Sights
rior ballistic protection, flawless optics and
I have been blessed with pretty good
full impact protection in a low profile devision and I didn’t need reading glasses
sign. These glasses meet the U.S.
until I was past my 50th birthday. Shortly
Military’s ballistic impact resistance rethereafter, the fine print on business cards
quirement. The lenses are scratch-resisand the front sight of my pistol became
tant and also feature an antifog coating.
fuzzy. When I began missing a shot or
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Best of all, my StingerHawk
glasses accommodate the Revision
Rx Carrier. The Rx Carrier can be
fitted with prescription lenses from
your eye care specialist and can be
discreetly snapped into your protective eyewear. Not only are your eyes
protected from the usual range hazards, but I can once again see the
sights clearly. If I miss now, I can
no longer blame my compromised
eyesight!
Shoot a 9mm
In the early 1990s, there was a
push in the law enforcement community to go with larger caliber pistols, such as the .40 S&W and .45
ACP. I own and shoot pistols chambered
for both calibers and have never felt them
to be hard kickers, especially when compared to my old .357 Magnum service
revolver. But, make no mistake about it,
there is a bit more muzzle flip and felt recoil with the larger calibers.
Many senior law enforcement officers
will admit that shooting a handgun is not
nearly as much fun now as it was earlier
in their careers. Arthritis, carpal tunnel and
injuries compromise the comfort factor in
a very big way and, as a result, performance suffers. I’ve endured a couple of
different injuries to the hand and wrist and

I can say with some degree of authority
knee replacement. Quite simply, we need
to stretch out and get loose. Even some///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
that a light kicking caliber, such as the
good wheels to do our job. Since our job
thing as routine as getting down behind a
9mm, can help you get back on track. Infrequent shooters, as well as individuals
who have difficulty in achieving acceptable marksmanship scores on qualification day, will also be well served by the
9mm Parabellum cartridge.
Recent studies by the FBI illustrate
that the disparity in terminal performance
between the 9mm and larger pistol calibers has narrowed quite a bit. The Bureau now feels that the slight advantage
in terminal ballistics is insignificant compared to the average agent’s ability to
shoot the 9mm to a higher standard.
It is not my intent to enter into that endless debate of 9mm vs. .45 ACP. Improvements in bullet design have blurred the
lines between the various calibers and it’s
a pretty safe bet that today’s 9mm loads
are head and shoulders above what was
available a generation ago. If you find that
your .40 S&W or .45 ACP has grown a bit
rude, consider a switch to 9mm. In the
end, it’s all about shot placement.
Easy on the Knees
If a bad back is number one in the law
enforcement officer’s complaint book, the
knees aren’t too far behind. A number of
my associates have all sorts of knee issues ending in arthroscopic surgery or

includes risky activity, such as running,
jumping, climbing, and fighting with bad
guys, try to take some precautions to protect your knees. Before engaging in defensive tactics or firearms training, be sure

range barricade can play havoc with
middle-aged knees.
I, for one, now find kneeling on
hard surfaces is downright painful. If I
know I’m going to be involved in a lot of
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BLACHAWK!® Advanced Tactical
Knee Pads protect from hard
knocks in both training and
the operational environment.
kneeling or prone work, I’ll strap on a set
of knee pads. Depending on what I’m doing, I might even include a set of elbow
pads in the mix. This enables me to get
low behind cover at game speed without
worrying about banging up my knees.

The 24/7 Big Dot System from XS® Sights is easier
for middle-aged eyes to pick up at speed than
the popular three dot system. These sights
are visible in all light conditions.
Of late, I’ve been using Advanced Tactical Knee and Elbow Pads from
BLACKHAWK!®. Closed-cell foam padding enveloped in a 600 denier nylon shell
provides shock resistance. An injection
molded flex cap further protects the knees
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from small stones or broken glass and
hook and loop elastic straps keep the
pads in place. So equipped, I can now
get down on the ground at game speed
with little risk of getting banged up. They
are not just for SWAT!
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Trijicon® RMR™ reflex
sights can help get
you on target.

Index on Target
As indicated earlier, I have an issue
getting the sights in sharp focus unless
I’m wearing corrective lenses. Another
way of solving this problem is to use big,
bold sights which contrast against most
backgrounds.
One of my favorite setups is the 24/7
Big Dot System from XS® Sights. I’ll admit to initially being a bit skeptical about

5.11® Zero-G Plates™ are worn inside
the duty belt and shift weight from
the back to the hips.

this setup, but, in the end, it all comes
down to results – and they deliver. The
front sight consists of a large white dot
with a tritium insert, while the rear is a
shallow V notch with a vertical tritium bar
in the middle. In poor light, these sights
emit a soft green glow, enabling me to
clearly define the sights. Unless you are
in an environment totally devoid of light,
the oversize white dot front will clearly

stand out against most backgrounds. At
distances out to 50 yards, I’ve been able
to make center hits.
I’ve recently set up my SIG SAUER ®
P226® with a set of XS 24/7 Sights and
have been very pleased with the results.
Today, many officers carry pistols with
three dot tritium night sights. Unfortunately,
that arrangement doesn’t work well for me.
If you have similar issues, check out the
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24/7 Big Dot System from XS Sights.
Another Option
By now, most of us are familiar with
the various “dot” sights which have become commonplace on rifles. These optically enhanced sight systems use fiber
optics, batteries, tritium, or some combination thereof to provide the user with a
sight picture. Simply superimpose the dot
over what you want to shoot and press
the trigger. Might we enjoy a similar
advantage with such a sight on a pistol?
At a recent firearms trainers’ event, I
took a class on handgun reflex sights
which was conducted by Trijicon®. Trijicon
has been turning out high quality optical
sights for years and I was curious to see
what advantage, if any, a reflex sight
would offer on a handgun. A variety of
GLOCK ®, SIG SAUER and Smith &
Wesson® M&P® pistols, equipped with
Trijicon RMR ® (Ruggedized Miniature
Reflex) sights, were made available to the
participants. Drills included shooting at
typical combat distance and nontypical

positions, as well as some long-range
work. In the end, I was convinced the hits
came a bit easier. Sure, I could make
those hits with iron sights, but the Trijicon
RMR equipped pistols might very well
hold an advantage in poor light or when
stress levels have gone through the roof.
The Trijicon RMR sight is crafted from
aluminum to MIL-SPEC standards. Several different models are available, including LED, adjustable LED or dual Illuminated. Dot size ranges from 1.0 MOA to
13 MOA to suit user needs. One quality I
like about the RMR sight is that it is visible in all light conditions.
Twenty years ago, weapon mounted
lights for service handguns were pretty
much unheard of. Now, they are relatively
commonplace. Might pistol reflex sights
follow suit?
Give Your Back a Break
It’s rare to encounter a senior patrol
officer who doesn’t at least occasionally
experience back discomfort. Over their
careers, many officers develop serious
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A quick Google search on
the Back Defender revealed
a great deal of positive feedback
from users of this product.
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back problems. There is no doubt that a
contributing factor is that heavy duty belt
we strap on every day.
When I first got into this racket, my
Sam Browne rig carried my revolver, a pair
of dump pouches, a cuff case, and a ring
for my baton. Today, a patrol officer’s duty
belt contains a pistol, spare magazines,
an expandable baton, chemical agent, a
TASER®, a portable radio, cuffs, and a tactical flashlight. Is it any wonder we collectively suffer with back issues?
For the last couple of weeks, I’ve been
wearing what may be a solution to constant back discomfort caused by a heavy
duty belt. Zero-G Plates™ from 5.11® can
be best described as a load bearing system which helps distribute the weight of
the duty belt across the hips and down to
the femur. This little trick does indeed take
pressure off the spine and abdominal
muscles, leaving you far less fatigued at
the end of a long day.
Zero-G Plates are rendered from carbon fiber and are affixed to the duty belt

by a pair of hook and loop straps. Their
appearance is very low profile and professional. I’ve worn the Zero-G Plates with
two different duty belts, one harboring a
GLOCK 17 and the other a steel frame
1911. Initial feedback is very positive. I
was able to detect a difference in weight
transfer as soon as I put on the belt with
Zero-G Plates with minimal back fatigue,
despite putting in some long training days.
Another worthwhile option is the Back
Defender from Back Defense Systems.
This system functions like a pair of suspenders; however, the difference is that
the Back Defender is designed to be worn
under your shirt. This product does take
a short while to get used to (referred to
as “the learning curve”) and it also requires you to loosen your duty belt at least
one and a half inches. Also, you must
have duty pants with at least one and a
half inches of extra room in the waistline.
That said, it does take the pressure off of
your hips and can definitely help those
officers who suffer with lower back pain.

Final Thoughts
Unfortunately, there is no turning back
the hands on the clock. However, I have
found that the aforementioned products
have enabled me to keep pace with some
of my younger associates.
Gear is only part of the picture. Try to
eat right and engage in some sort of regular exercise. That combination will help
you be at your best in training and help
keep you safe.
Captain Mike Boyle served with the
New Jersey Division of Fish & Wildlife,
Bureau of Law Enforcement, and has
been an active firearms instructor for
more than 30 years. He has been an assistant police academy director and remains active as an academy rangemaster
and instructor. Mike has served on the
Board of Directors of the International
Association of Law Enforcement Firearms Instructors (IALEFI) since 1996. He
is the architect and coordinator of
IALEFI’s Master Instructor Development
Program.
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irtually, all major automakers are
police officer. Imagine no longer having
available to the bad guys. A recent FBI
well on their way to developing comto juggle driving while talking over the rareport says it could possibly help lawpletely self-driving, or autonomous,
dio, using a computer, monitoring a CAD
breakers make a faster get away and
vehicles. These vehicles will start appearscreen, using speed enforcement equipmake pursuits more dangerous. Like in a
ing in dealer’s showrooms starting in the
ment, operating the lights and siren and
police cruiser, it could allow previously imearly 2020s. Tesla is already including its
so many other tasks, while at the same
possible tasks which require the use of
Autopilot as standard equipment in its
time watching out for criminal activity.
either hand or taking one’s eyes off the
Model S. This new Autopilot technology
However, this capability would also be
road. This includes better aiming of weapfeatures cameras, radar,
ons. Terrorists (or the deultrasonic sensors, and
ranged) could even load a
other electronics to autodriverless car with explomatically steer while drivsives and program it to
ing down the highway, to
crash into a building.
change lanes and to adCurrent Technology
just speed in response to
Full automation will
traffic. At its destination,
come incrementally with
Autopilot scans for a
higher levels of this techparking space and paralnology being available as
lel parks itself.
new models are launched.
Pros and Cons
Cars, SUVs and light
Since vehicles are a
trucks with self-driving
key part of law enforcetechnology are already on
ment – both in terms of
the road. This includes
mobility and traffic enadaptive cruise control
forcement – police officwhich automatically mainers will be directly aftains a safe following disfected by all of this new
tance in traffic and parkThe Tesla Model S is the first to offer “hands-free” driving with
technology. Mostly, auing assistance to autoits Autopilot, but this is just the tip of the iceberg of what’s
tonomous driving techmatically maneuver into or
to come in autonomous driving technology.
nology will benefit the
out of a parking spot.
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mated-related technologies invantage and not view it as a hindrance.
clude lane departure warning,
obstacle warning and blind spot
Automated Communication
Part of this emerging technoldetection.
ogy is Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
Since more of this technology
will be mandated by the federal
and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) communication. V2V techgovernment or become standard
on more vehicles, expect to see
nology allows exchanging information like speed and GPS desome of it in the vehicles your
rived locations to identify risks
agency purchases in the near
future. Electronic Stability Conand provide drivers with warntrol (ESC) or Electronic Stability
ings designed to avoid rear-end,
lane change and intersection
Program (ESP) is already recollisions. The DOT and the
quired on all light vehicles, and
This officer can talk on the radio, use the computer,
NHTSA are also taking steps to
backup cameras will be required
monitor a CAD screen, use laser radar, operate the
on all new vehicles starting in
require V2V communication
lights and siren, and many other tasks while letting
2018. Next, the NHTSA (National
technology in future vehicles.
autonomous technology do the driving.
With V2V, officers will no
Highway Traffic Safety Administration) plans to make automatic braking,
automatic braking, lane control or collision
longer have to perform a routine traffic
stop to warn a driver about a burned-out
i.e., braking systems which slow or stop
avoidance) in a hot pursuit? Will it elimia vehicle without the driver’s intervention,
nate the ability to do a PIT maneuver? So
taillight which puts the officer at risk on
mandatory. Even without a mandate,
far, most of the autonomous systems althe side of the road. Officers could even
issue a citation for a minor violation withmany automakers, including Ford and
low drivers to override it, but the law enout a traffic stop. The downside of this is
General Motors, plan to include automatic
forcement community has to be vigilant
braking as standard equipment which unto insure that the new technology does
less frequent use of a traffic stop as a
means of identifying other criminal activdoubtedly includes police vehicles.
not hinder the use of vehicles in police
ity or offenders on the run.
Can some of this technology affect the
duty. Also, police driving instructors and
A good example of current V2I techoperation of a police vehicle (for example,
officers themselves will have to learn to

“I see cars ﬂying past my house every day!”
Sound Familiar? You know what he says, now
ﬁnd out what the evidence says with the

JAMAR Black Cat Radar Recorder.

• Detects Lane Position of Vehicles
• Detects 2 Lanes in Same Direction
• Modem Option for Remote Access
• Stores Multiple Data Files
• ‘Quick Set’ Conﬁguration Option
• Built-in Solar Power Connection
• 98% Count Accuracy
• Used Effectively By Police Nationwide

The non-invasive radar sensing method allows
you to easily install the Black Cat Radar and
begin collecting in just a matter of minutes.
Simply mount the Black Cat Radar to any
convenient location and aim it toward the road.
Not having to go into the road means your
personnel will be safer, and not having to buy
road tubes means you’ll save money on every
study.

JAMAR
Technologies, Inc.
See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #435

Now with
BLUETOOTH
wireless
capability!

sales@jamartech.com • www.jamartech.com
1-800-776-0940 • 1-215-361-2244
1500 Industry Road, Suite C
Hatﬁeld, PA, USA 19440
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New Speed Enforcement
Technology Improves Accuracy
and Reduces Court Challenges
There were only two times in history when technology revolutionized speed
enforcement. When Teddy Roosevelt was the New York City Police Commissioner, he started the bicycle “Scorcher Squad” to apprehend speeding horse carriages. Next was the widespread adoption of police
radar and the introduction of Lidar. According to experts, the industry is on the verge of a third.
The revolution this time is in the form of software. Both Lidar and
A DragonEye
radar guns are helpful to law enforcement, but police still record the
Lidar, combined
data by hand – the same way they did when those devices were inwith TraffiCloud™
vented. For this reason, All Traffic Solutions and DragonEye TechnolWeb-Based
ogy developed the TraffiCloud™ Enforcement Suite, combining All TrafRemote
fic Solution’s TraffiCloud Web-Based Management Services with
Management
Service, allows
Dragoneye’s Lidar devices. This partnership makes it easier for deofficers to
partments to improve accuracy, save time and reduce court challenges.
automatically
Officers using TraffiCloud enabled Lidar have vehicle speed, disupload data which optimizes the enforcement
tance, direction and the time of each capture recorded instantly to
and data collection process.
the TraffiCloud. They can also add notes and images to each capture. The system tracks the effectiveness of enforcement efforts with
data, such as how many captures were taken, the number of citations written and statistics on the enforcement session.
While best in class hardware like Lidar helps improve traffic enforcement, many departments are still looking for complementary software to improve the effectiveness of the officers’ time in the field, so they are more efficient when they’re back in
the office. With the TraffiCloud Enforcement Suite, the captured data is uploaded, confirmed and essentially ready before
officers get back to their desks.
Additionally, officers can access the data needed for court with a click of a mouse. No more scrambling for daily test logs.
The TraffiCloud gives the officer the ability to log daily accuracy tests and save certification documents. This is vital in supporting the accuracy of the instrument and ensuring that fewer citations will be disputed resulting in quicker citation resolution.
Another benefit to departments is utilizing other TraffiCloud connected equipment, such as speed displays, to collect traffic
data at an enforcement site. Having the 85th percentile speed at the enforcement location can be used to confirm that the
violator is an outlier and warranted a citation.
Radar and Lidar may still be seen as revolutionary in speed enforcement, but cloud technology enabling the devices is the
silver lining.
About All Traffic Solutions
Located in State College, PA, All Traffic Solutions is consistently recognized as a leading innovator in the traffic safety
market and is the developer of the TraffiCloud, a Web-based ecosystem for managing traffic safety equipment. By integrating
cloud technology into products, All Traffic Solutions allows customers to manage all of their equipment and data remotely
through a browser resulting in better traffic safety outcomes. For more information, visit www.AllTrafficSolutions.com.
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nology is BMW’s Traffic Light Assistant
which enables the vehicle to communicate with traffic lights in order to inform
the driver of the proper speed needed to
match the timing of the traffic lights. The
new BMW 760Li can now read speed limit
signs. It subsequently sends this information to a BMW server which forwards the
updated information to other navigation
systems in all Internet capable BMWs,
thus allowing for constant updates to
changing speed limits, as might be found
in new construction zones, for example.
Safety
A major aim of autonomous driving is
to reduce accidents. Designers and engi-
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neers have been informing us that they
can make self-driving cars safer than ones
driven by humans. Sensors and computers can already do a better job in monitoring surroundings and can provide faster
reaction times than humans. Increased reliability and reduced reaction times mean
fewer accidents. Because traffic accidents
will be reduced significantly and automated vehicles can be programmed to
obey the rules religiously, officers can do
criminal work rather than traffic enforcement. Of course, communities will have
to replace traffic fines with other sources
of revenue.
DUIs and DWIs could also be a thing

of the past – just put the drunk in the car
and punch in his (or her) home address
in the navigation system. Likewise, they
will provide mobility and independence for
those who can’t drive, including the sight
impaired and the elderly.
Government regulations limit and, in
most cases, now prohibit the use of driverless cars on public roads. This is already
changing. Nevada, Florida and California
have passed or have proposed legislation addressing self-driving vehicles.
Since self-driving vehicles will cross state
lines, it is important that regulations are
uniform nationwide. For example, California has proposed rules which would bar
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autonomous vehicles without human
controls and a licensed driver. This
would ban driverless vehicles such
as the Google car which is designed
to navigate safely through city
streets. The NHTSA, in writing guidelines for self-driving vehicles, has already said that the artificial intelligence system controlling a Google
car could be considered the driver
under federal law.
Security
Cybersecurity is also important
as vehicles become “connected.”
Just like computers and smartphones, “smart” cars can be hacked.
Along with V2V and V2I, automakers
are beginning to update vehicles and add
new capabilities via the Internet. For example, Tesla is using Over The Air (OTA)
updating of onboard software including
Autopilot. New models have Internet radio and Wi-Fi hot spots. Hackers can possibly modify the vehicle’s computer code
to set off the air bags, lock the doors so
you can’t get out, or even take control of
the vehicle.
Automakers are taking cybersecurity

can be difficult, but not impossible,
especially with OTA since the software updates are often directed at
critical systems.
To combat this threat, systems
can be employed which split functions
into separate operating systems, isolating them down to the hardware
level with nothing shared being utilized. Infotainment supplier, Harman,
adds its own layers of security via
software to separate their systems
from the vehicle’s network. Major
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication
component supplier, Continental, has
will allow vehicles to talk to one another,
teamed up with IBM and Cisco to proexchanging safety and other information.
vide firewalls which limit interaction
between devices in a vehicle.
seriously and should take advantage of
Most everyone agrees that self-drivthe vast experience in cybersecurity used
ing vehicles represent the future of transfor years – even decades – by the miliportation and some are claiming that
tary, the computer industry, financial inthese will be a reality much sooner than
stitutions, telecommunications compalater.
nies, etc. A key cybersecurity principle is
Bill Siuru is a retired USAF colonel.
isolating Internet connected infotainment
He has a Ph.D. in mechanical engineersystems, like navigation systems, Internet
ing from Arizona State University. For the
radio and Wi-Fi hot spots, as well as other
past 46 years, he has been writing about
points of access from systems which inautomotive, aviation and technology
volve vehicle operation and safety. This
subjects.

2016 NRA-Hosted Tuition-FREE
Law Enforcement Schools
To apply online: http://le.nra.org/training/tuition-free-schools.aspx
The National Rifle Association’s Law
Enforcement Division, in conjunction
with many of the leading law enforcement firearms manufacturers and premier industry shooting academies, will
host the following complimentary armorer/shooting schools and seminars
during the year. All schools will be held
at either the NRA Headquarters in
Fairfax, VA, or at the Fairfax County Police Department’s Firearms Training facility in Chantilly, VA, and are tuitionfree. There are, obviously, a limited number of seats available, so officers are selected to attend by a RANDOM DRAWING. Registration does not guarantee selection. To enter, applications will
ONLY be accepted online through our
Web site at http://le.nra.org/training/
tuition-free-schools.aspx.

Tuition-FREE Armorer/Shooting Schools
June 14-16, 2016 ................. Ruger American Pistol
and LCR Armorer
June 21, 2016 ....................... Glock Pistol Armorer
June 24, 2016 ....................... Seminar on the Law
Enforcement Officer
Scan this code to get
Safety Act
additional information
July 11, 2016 ........................ Springfield Armory
regarding the NRA’s
Tuition-Free Schools.
XD/XD(M) Armorer
July 12, 2016 ........................ Benelli Nova Shotgun Armorer
July 13, 2016 ........................ Low Light Laser Instructor
August 8, 2016 ..................... “Officer Involved
Shooting – An Inside Perspective”
August 18, 2016 ................... Glock Pistol Armorer
September 19, 2016 ............ FBI Law Enforcement Officers
Killed and Assaulted – Officer
Safety/Street Survival Training
October 12-14, 2016 ............ Tactical First Aid Instructor
for LE Officers
October 20, 2016 ................. Glock Pistol Armorer
December 15-16, 2016 ........ SIG SAUER “P” Series Pistol Armorer

See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #1853
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New Handheld Oral
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Fluid Drug Detector

With the Night Optics Explorer 400
400 x 300 handheld thermal imaging camera, you can capture images to the 8GB
of internal storage and access the images
via direct Wifi wireless connection from a
computer, tablet, or smart phone or by
plugging in with the supplied USB cable.
Other features include live object tracking, five polarity options, image brightness
control, an LED map light, 2X and 4X digital magnification, eight hour high efficiency with a rechargeable lithium battery,
video out and more.

The new AquilaScan, from PAS
Systems International, accurately provides qualitative detection of the most
common drugs of abuse.
Featuring an ergonomic electronic
analyzer with an integrated printer and
keyboard, this 3-in-1
device makes drug
screening and data
management simple
and concise. Photographic record of the
developed cassette,
along with identifying
test data and results, can be stored,
printed and downloaded to a PC.
The system’s competitive price allows
law enforcement agencies to save time
and money without sacrificing accuracy.
Continued savings can be found in the
test cassettes – often, the real expense
in drug screening.
The forensic use only device is ideal
for use at traffic stops, DWI/DUI checkpoints, 24/7 sobriety programs, as well as
probation and workplace testing.
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New Thermal Camera
from Night Optics

Full Range of Duty Units
Guardian Protective Devices has perfected Bag-On-Valve (BOV) technology for the military, corrections and law enforcement communities. BOV
technology greatly enhances the operator’s ability to utilize the product from
every angle – even upside down!
Guardian currently produces products in four different sizes, from police
duty units (MK-3 and MK-4) to large units for static positions (MK-9 and the
large MK-20 “Titan”). These units are already in use throughout the police and
corrections market within the United States and the international community.
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Active Shooter Response Kit
Point Blank Enterprises is providing first responders with its “Active Shooter Response Kit” which is comprised of a specialized hard armor plate carrier, hard armor
plates, and Level IIIA tactical helmets and shields
from its PARACLETE brand.
The latest SOHPC GEN III hard plate carrier
is designed to provide comfort, protection and flexibility. Through the addition of an adjustable cummerbund and optional side plate pouches for hard
armor plates, the SOHPC is the operator’s choice
for today’s missions.
The PARACLETE 10260 Hard Armor is a NIJ
0101.06 Level III standalone plate with a v50 of over
3,130 feet per second. Rounds defeated include
7.62mm x 51mm (M80) and 5.56mm x 45mm
(M193). Additionally, a Tactical Helmet is available for stopping NIJ IIIA level threats (including 9mm and 44 mag). The helmet
meets U.S. Army Standard for impact protection and weighs only 3.06 lbs. Both the
hard armor plates and tactical helmet are complemented by the Aspis Tactical Shield
which provides officers with Level IIIA+ protection in a lightweight configuration (only
11.15 lbs. with no view port; 14 lbs. without lights and 15.75 lbs. with lights).
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Dumb thieves aren’t equipped to
handle smart phones... Police in Columbus, Ohio, said thieves broke into a Verizon
store, but the only items they managed to
steal were not going to do them much good.
Columbus police said the early morning
burglary caused significant damage to the
store, but the only items stolen were fake
phones installed for display. The culprits
used large rocks to break the glass door
of the business and they cut the phony cell
phones loose from display areas. Investigators said the store’s real phones are
locked in a vault by employees every night.
(And these guys are probably still driving
around Columbus looking for a “hot spot”
with five bars.)
What can Brown do for you today?...
In Akron, Ohio, police had begun searching the home of a 46-year-old suspect (with
a warrant in hand) looking for evidence of
drug dealing. At that very moment, a UPS
driver appeared at the front door to make
a routine delivery. The package he delivered consisted of four pounds of marijuana.
(The Denver return address label was probably a dead giveaway.)
It puts the “smart” in “smartphone”...
Probably one of the dumbest consumer
products from 2015 was a gun shaped
iPhone® case. The case is so realistic that
it became difficult to find one to purchase,
even at the online Japan Trend Shop which
previously offered models from $5 to $49.
When asked about this product, one police officer said, “Why would you want to
make yourself look like a threat [to cops]?”
(It’s a great gift for that “friend” you don’t
really like.)
Maybe they’re shooting a new “Police Academy” movie in Winnipeg?... Police in the Canadian city of Winnipeg apologized after a lewd conversation about sex
was broadcast from the loudspeakers of a
police helicopter to a neighborhood below.
Officers on a routine helicopter patrol inadvertently activated the aircraft’s public
address system while they were having a
private conversation, the Winnipeg Police
Service said. “Some content of the conversation was inappropriate. The involved
members were not able to hear the public
address system from within the aircraft.
They became aware their conversation had
been broadcast and immediately turned the
system off,” the police said. Residents who
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A Texas school district is reviewing a sixth grade assignment which had students
make a step-by-step plan showing how cocaine gets from a drug cartel to a street dealer.
A teacher in Keller (northeast of Fort Worth) gave out a science class assignment called,
“The Cocaine Trade: From Field to Street.” One parent says he contacted administrators after his 11-year-old son brought home the study sheet for an assignment on
“Following a Sequence.” He says he felt it was “a diagram of how to become a drug
dealer.” Administrators issued a statement saying the assignment “will be reviewed
before being considered for future use,” adding that the district will continue efforts to
regularly “review, remind and revise drug educational material.” (On the bright side, at
least they are likely to get some exposure to the metric system.)

could hear the conversation took to social media to urge the police to turn off
their loudspeaker. The police department
said the incident was under review. (Time
to install a huge “ON AIR” lamp in the
cockpit!)
The officers should have expressed their gratitude by sending
him a case of mixed nuts… A California man sent 20 dozen coconut doughnuts to police officers at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison as payback for getting kicked out of a Badger football game.
The man traveled from Los Angeles to
see the Badgers play Northwestern at
Camp Randall Stadium and was assigned
a seat in the student section away from
his friends. But, when he tried to join his
friends, officers threw him out. On Monday, 240 coconut doughnuts mysteriously appeared at police headquarters.
The delivery driver gave the officers the
man’s name. A university rep tracked
down an E-mail address and began corresponding with him. “This was meant as

a harmless way to both show general gratitude for the job you do (which is awesome),
but slight disdain for my treatment Saturday (which was not so awesome),” the man
wrote. Police donated the doughnuts to the
Salvation Army. (Sadly, only six were left
for the shelter.)
You want proof…you want proof?
You can’t handle the proof!… A pedestrian crossing in Cambridge, Massachusetts, may have the most confusing traffic
light in the world. If the three clusters of
three lights each are dark, drivers proceed.
If a pedestrian comes along, one light will
blink yellow, then solid yellow, then two
solid yellows, then two reds, until two flashing red lights appear in each cluster. In
Cambridge (but only in Cambridge!), flashing red lights mean...go (unless pedestrians are actually present). The city has
prepared a 12 diagram pamphlet to explain
the whole thing and officials say they have
statistical proof from tests that the system
enhances safety. (Statistics mean never
having to say you’re certain!)
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See us at the Police Security Expo - Booth #1526
Circle 3146 for More Information
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Circle 3147 for More Information

